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ABSTRACT 
This work deals with the aspects of location-based services. The aim is to investigate how mobile 
positioning is going to develop in relation to the fact that new mobile system allows more 
advanced mobile services. An application, an enhanced Finder Client is developed. It uses maps 
to display friends’ positions on a handheld computer (PDA). The maps are off-the-shelf route 
planning products that are installed on the PDA. The positioning is made using a GSM mobile 
phone and SMS as a means for communication. The aim is also to show that it is possible to 
store large amounts of data on the PDA to make more intelligent applications. The development 
is performed in OPL on a Psion 5mx handheld computer. OPL is Psion’s built-in programming 
language, quite similar to languages like Pascal and Basic. 
The conclusion is that it is possible to develop a Finder Client for handheld computers but it 
would be more user-friendly to develop the client on a combined mobile phone and a PDA; a 
Smart Phone. It can also be possible to incorporate GSM positioning into the map software just 
as GPS positioning is a part of them today. 
A market overview has also been performed. The conclusion is that a combination of GSM and 
GPS positioning is probably the most successful solution for the future. The driving force is the 
Federal Communications Commissions, FCCs E911 decree, which regulates that all emergency calls 
from a mobile phone must be able to be positioned. Another aspect is that the mobile operators 
consider location-based services to be a new source for income. 
It is difficult to estimate which solutions that are going to be popular in the future. Services 
focusing on the youth, entertainment and vehicle navigation/tracking seems however to be the 
most interesting. It is likely to believe that mobile positioning is going to be a small part in many 
mobile services in the future. 
 

SAMMANFATTNING 
Detta arbete behandlar mobilpositionering och relaterade tjänster, så kallade location-based 
services. Syftet med arbetet är att undersöka hur mobilpositionering kommer att utvecklas i takt 
med att nya mobilsystem tillåter mer avancerade mobila tjänster. En applikation, Finder Client 
har utvecklats för att kunna visa vänners positioner på en handdators karta. Kartorna som 
används finns i färdiga ruttplaneringsprodukter som installeras på handdatorn. Positioneringen 
sker via en GSM-telefon och SMS. Syftet är även att visa att man kan spara data på handdatorn 
för att göra intelligentare applikationer. Utvecklingen har gjorts i OPL för en Psion 5mx 
handdator. OPL är inbyggt i Psion och liknar språk som Pascal och Basic. 
Slutsatsen är att det går bra att utveckla en Finder klient för handdatorer men det vore mer 
användarvänligt att utveckla den för en kombinerad handator och mobiltelefon, en så kallad 
Smart Phone. Man kan också tänka sig att GSM-positionering blir en del av ett 
ruttplaneringsprogram precis som GPS-positionering är idag.  
En marknadsundersökning har utförts i examnesarbetet. Det kan konstateras att en kombination 
av GSM- och GPS-positionering kommer troligen att vara lyckosammast i framtiden. De 
drivande krafterna inom mobilpositionering är den amerikanska statens påbud att alla 
mobiltelefoner ska kunna positioneras vid alarmsamtal (E911) samt att mobiltelefonoperatörerna 
ser tjänsterna som en ny potentiell inkomstkälla.  
Det är mycket svårt att säga vilka tjänster som kommer att bli populära i framtiden. Lösningar 
som riktar sig till ungdomar, underhållningsbranchen och mot att navigera/spåra fordon ser dock 
mycket intressanta ut.  
Det är troligt att positionering kommer att utgöra en liten del i många framtida mobila tjänster.
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This master thesis consists of four main parts. The first part contains theory, focusing on basic 
concepts and the Global System for Mobil Communication, GSM. It exists many different geographic 
positioning technologies that are capable of position mobile equipments in the GSM network. 
GSM is the leading cellular technology in the world. The aim with the GSM description is to 
understand how the network is affected when add-on software for positioning are installed.  
Part two deals with the design and implementing aspects of a location-based service, e.g. a 
Friend Finder Client with mapping capabilities that are developed. It constitute as an example on 
how an intelligent location-based service can be developed. 
Part three deals with the market overview and investigates the future market and opportunities 
for similar applications. The market overview will give an overall picture over the area and 
includes an investigation of  GSM mobile positioning where more capable terminals are used. 
In the last part ethics and the future for the industry is discussed. The discussion deals with the 
problems and possibilities with achieving the users trust. It is an important aspect because if the 
customers do not trust the services it does not matter how accurate and nice they are. 
 
The thesis also includes conclusions and an appendix with the source code for the client and 
required files. 

1.1 Background 

CellPoint, among others, offers technical solutions for acquiring a mobile user’s location. This is 
done using information and technology provided by the GSM operator. The positioning 
technology enables a large number of applications, location-based services. These services have 
in most cases been developed by the operator or by organizations working for the operator and 
implemented within the GSM network. The users normally uses simple terminals, like ordinary 
mobile phones. Now the market is changing, more advanced handheld devices with 
communication capabilities exists, e.g. Personal Digital Assistants, PDA’s, Smart Phones and similar. 
New mobile systems are emerging and the trend is that mobile phones and PDA’s are melting 
together. 
The new mobile equipment can store rather large amounts of data and third part application can 
be developed. This means that services, or parts of a service, can be located within a PDA using 
the service network as a mean to lookup or access things. Parts of services are moved from the 
network into the PDA. For example the location of the PDA is provided from the network while 
the PDA performs all the processing with the maps and information.  
CellPoint has a service today called Finder Application, which is developed for mobile phones. 
Finder locates friends’ mobile phones. The Finder Application can return positioned friends’ 
coordinates. Finder Client will enhance the service with nice graphical user interface and let the 
user see the position on a map. 
Today there are emerging new positioning products on the market right. But there is no known 
product that is using the same technique to achieve a friend finder client with mapping 
capabilities like the one in this project. 
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1.2 Purpose and goal 

This master thesis is a pilot project at Cellpoint with the purpose to achieve knowledge about 
possibilities and areas of use for location-based services on more capable handheld devices such 
as PDAs. 
Questions to be answered are: 

• What are the benefits of developing a location-based service on a PDA comparing to an 
ordinary mobile phone? 

• In order to support future decisions, how are the more capable devices going to impact 
current business models? 

• Today data like for example friend list and maps are often stored on a server. Is it possible to 
store maps and large amounts of data on the PDA?  

• What are the problems and possibilities for location-based services? 
 
The goal with the project is: 

• To design and implement a PDA-based Finder Client with mapping capabilities. Finder 
Clients is an extended version of the existing Finder Application. 

• To do an overview on how the market is for location-based services today. A market 
overview is conducted that contains aspects such as technologies for geographic positioning, 
services and mobile equipments. 

 

1.3 Delimitations 

The aim is not to develop a Finder on a PDA that works for every PDA and mobile phone. 
Instead the master thesis focus on doing it on one operative system (EPOC from Symbian) 
connected to a Nokia mobile phone.  
How the map data in the PDA should be updated is not investigated in this thesis.  
The focus in the market overview is on understanding what applications, running on more 
capable terminals, which can be feasible in the future. It is also necessary to investigate the 
differences between the available technologies for geographic positioning. The theory part about 
GSM serves as a brief overview of the field. 
Other positioning techniques than GSM-based, such as positioning made only in a local 
environment with Bluetooth beacons and Wireless LAN are not investigated. A location-based 
service with GSM positioning also has impacts on user privacy, operation and maintenance, 
charging and authorizing services etc. but that is not investigated. This thesis focus on GSM 
positioning and location-based services. 
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2 THEORY  

2.1 Basic Technologies and Concepts 

Some concepts that may help the reader to read the report are described. All definitions are also 
described later in the report in its right context. The definition of location-based services, which 
is the heart of this report, is described further. 

2.1.1 Basic Concepts 

 

Location-based services This is an application that will allow mobile users to receive 
personalized and lifestyle-oriented services relative to their geographic 
location. These services use the positions (coordinates) provided 
from a Mobile Location System. 

Mobile Location System A system that has support for location of GSM subscribers based on 
one or many Geographic Positioning Technologies. It also handles 
roaming, charging/billing and subscriber privacy management. Many 
different techniques can be combined in a Mobile Location System.  

Geographic Positioning 
Technology 

The concept is very similar to Mobile Location System but here is 
only the actually location technique considered. They are often 
divided in network based and terminal based. 

Terminal based This technique requires a new terminal, or a new SIM card, or even 
both. Such limitation makes it harder to make a success on the 
market. On the other hand large investments in the GSM network are 
avoided. 

Network based This technology does not require new mobile equipments so it will be 
available to all members in all GSM networks from day one that the 
technique are installed. 

Mobile Phone A mobile phone allows the user to make wireless phone calls. The 
mobile phones have many features and a great variety in design today. 
In other literatures one can find synonyms like cellular phone and 
wireless phone. Sometimes only phone is used. 

Mobile Equipment This is a wider definition than mobile phone. It also includes other 
different existing and futures devices such as mobile PDA’s and Smart 
Phones. A mobile phone is also an example of a mobile equipment. 
Other synonyms are handheld device, mobile device, mobile station, 
handset, wireless appliance and mobile terminal. 

PDA  Personal Digital Assistant, PDA is a combination of a digital calendar, 
address books and services such as email, SMS and Internet. 
Handheld is a synonym. 

Smart Phone  A Smart Phone is a combination of a mobile phone and a PDA. 

Mode Active= The mobile phone is on and a call is in progress.  
Idle= The mobile phone is on but a call is not in progress.  
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Detached= The mobile phone is off. It can’t be positioned. 

Finder Application The Finder Application is Cellpoint’s existing service for locating 
friends. It is designed to be used with a mobile phone via SMS or 
WAP. 

Finder Client It is an enhancement of Finder Application. The Finder Client is 
designed and implemented in this thesis. The interface is developed 
for a PDA. 

User In this report, a user is using the location-based services. For example 
he uses Finder Client. 

CellPoint The company that this work has been performed at. CellPoint is 
providing GSM operators with end-to-end mobile location services 
built on CellPoint's GSM positioning technology platform. It is worth 
noticing that the company has two different platforms. The Mobile 
Location System, MLS is truly network based and described in chapter 
2.2.2 and 2.2.3. The technology used in this thesis is SIM Card based, 
which is a hybrid solution based on both network and terminal, as 
described in chapter 3.4. 

 

2.1.2 Location-Based Services  

Ericsson, Nokia and Motorola jointly formed Location Inter-Operability Forum, LIF in September 
2000. Today more companies have joined the organisation. Their task is to influence global 
standards bodies and organizations dealing with location services technologies. Standards from 
different bodies like European Telecommunications Standards Institute, ETSI and American National 
Standards Institute, ANSI needs to be synchronized concerning positioning questions. Today areas 
like positioning have a great multiplicity and complexity. For example it would be easier for 
application developers if all Location System, had the same command syntax for locating a 
mobile phone. LIF and similar organisations has started that work. 

Definition of Location-based services 
“Location-based services will allow mobile users to receive personalized and lifestyle-oriented 
services relative to their geographic location.”   
(Location Inter-Operability Forum, 2001)     

 
LIF also predicts that Mobile Location Services are going to become one of the most 
compelling value-added services in the future, allowing wireless appliance users to combine 
mobility with the Internet. The services use the mobile network to do the positioning. 
One typical application is the yellow pages services where a user can find the nearest companies 
and organizations such as pharmacies, banks, gas stations, car repairs, flowers, tires, hairdressers, 
hotels, locksmiths and restaurants.  
Another location-based service that many companies develop is friend finder applications. The 
service is reachable via WAP, SMS or World Wide Web. The friends must first accept being 
positioned by you, often for legal reasons, and then you will have them on your personal friend 
list ready to be located or they can locate you. 
These services are mainly developed for mobile phones. The answer of the request is often only 
received as text. This shows a solution to present friends current location on a map. 
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2.2 GSM 

To understand the different positioning techniques it is good to know something about the 
Global System for Mobile Communications, GSM. It was first introduced 1991 and today it is one of 
the leading digital cellular systems.  
GSM had 502 million subscribers at the end of April 2001, comfortably placing it in the pole 
position. The other techniques Code-Division Multiple Access, CDMA had 90 million, US Time 
Division Multiple Access, US TDMA 72 million and Personal/Pacific Digital Cellular, PDC 53 million. 
There are still 65 million that uses analogue systems. GSM is most widespread in Europe and 
Asia (GSM World, 2001). 
 

2.2.1 Geographic Structure of a GSM Network 

A GSM network has a specified hierarchical structure. This structure is very important because it 
makes it possible to route incoming calls to the right subscriber. The structure consists of these 
parts: cell, location area, MSC Service area, PLMN service area and GSM Service Area. 
The smallest unit is the cell. It is the area of radio coverage from one transmitter. The cell’s size 
depends on the transmitters level of power, its angle and the amount of obstacles. The size can 
be between 100 m and 35 km. A cell can be circular or triangular. The cell is identified with its 
Cell Global Identity, CGI. That identity can be used for positioning purpose. The CGI consists 
of four parts: MCC, MNC, LAC and CI.  
 
MCC = Mobile Country Code. Identifies the country in which the user is registered.  
MNC = Mobile Network Code. Distinguishes between each network in a country.  
LAC = Location Area Code Specifies the particular area concerned.  
CI = Cell Identity 

Table 1. Cell id database. That database is used “outside” the GSM networks to convert from CGI to 
coordinates.   

MCC MNC LAC Cell Identity Description  Latitude Longitude 
240 5 61443 55707 Kista  59,40xxxxxx 17,94xxxxxx 

240 7 61462 37130 Örnsköldsvik 63,28xxxxxx 18,69xxxxxx 
240 7 61462 38203 Luleå 65,66xxxxxx 22,05xxxxxx  

 
The CGI is stored in a hexadecimal system in the GSM network. When the CGI is changed to 
decimal system by a location system it can be translated into coordinates with the help of a cell 
id database that are provided from the operators. 
The CGI has similarities to the structure parts described below.  
Location area, LA is a group of cells. A subscribers LA is stored in the VLR. The VLR is a 
database with some associated service logic in the GSM network, see chapter 2.2.2. When an idle 
mobile phone crosses a boundary into a new LA the VLR is updated. Idle is when the user is not 
engaged on a call. When the mobile telephone is called the system seeks through (pages) the 
current LA in order to find the cell. The mobile phone resides in the cell, which has the best 
radio characteristics. 
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MSC Service area is all the LA’s served by a MSC. The MSC belonging to a mobile phone is 
stored in the HLR (HLR is rather similar to VLR see chapter 2.2.2) and used when the system 
routes call.  
PLMN service area, A Public Land Mobile Network, PLMN service area is the total area of an 
operator. In Sweden there are four operators and therefore four PLMN service areas.  

GSM Service Area

PLMN Service Area

MSC Service Area
Location

Area

Cell

 
Figure 1. In the left figure the yellow area is the operator Tele2’s coverage in Sweden. It is similar to the   

PLMN Service Area. To the right the relationship between the different structural components is 
shown. 

GSM Service area is the entire geographic area of the GSM network. The area increases as 
more countries get GSM networks. Australia, United Kingdom and Zimbabwe are examples of 
countries that have GSM operators.  

2.2.2 Conceptual Components of a GSM Network 

The purpose of this chapter is to show the basic components of a GSM network. Many of the 
nodes are affected when add-on software for network based positioning are installed. As an 
example the HLR and VLR described below stores the cell-id of the cell the telephone where in 
when it was last active. The Mobile Location System calculates an approximate position based on 
the knowledge about the structure of the cells and the base stations. A Mobile Location System 
must often also be capable to force a mobile phone up in active mode. Because when the mobile 
phone goes active its location information in the mobile network is updated. 
The GSM network is divided into two systems. The Switching system, SS is responsible for 
performing call processing and subscriber related functions. The other part is the Base Station 
System, BSS that performs all the radio related functions. The two systems are built up by 
different components.  
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SS
Switching
System

MSC
Mobile Service
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Gateway MSC

Other
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VLR
Visitor Location

Register
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Home  Location

Register
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Authentication

Center

EIR
Equipment

Identity
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BSC
Base Station

Controller

BTS Base
Tranciever System

Mobile
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OMC  Operation
And Maintenace
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Base

Station
SystemSignaling Transmission

Call connection and
signalling transmission

Database and
associated service logic

Traffical node

MIN
Mobile Inteligent

Network
(among others

gsmSCF,GSM Service
Control Functions)

 
Figure 2. Different manufactures and operators have different implementation of the GSM network 

standard. Additional nodes that handle for example roaming between GSM in Europe and in 
the US are also present. The figure shows only the basic structure of a GSM network. 

Mobile services Switching Center, MSC performs the telephony switching. Calls from other telephony 
and data systems are also controlled here. It is connected to public data networks, private 
networks and other mobile networks.  
Gateway MSC, GMSC is the interface for GSM against other networks. It makes it possible for 
the MSC to “read” from different networks HLR and therefore makes it possible to route a call 
to a mobile telephone. Other networks always pass the gateway when they connect to the GSM 
network.  
Home Location Register, HLR is a database that stores and manages the subscribers for one 
operator. An operator’s subscribers are stored here permanent until the subscription is cancelled. 
The HLR also holds associated service logic. The subscriber information stored includes identity, 
services and last serving cell location (cell id).  
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The Visitor Location Register, VLR, The VLR can be regarded as a distributed HLR. It holds a 
copy of the subscriber information (cell id etc.) of the HLR. It can also execute commands. But 
the VLR also stores information of subscribers that usually belongs to other networks. It is 
necessary because of roaming of subscribers. Roaming is when a mobile phone moves around in 
a network in idle mode. The VLR is always colocated with a MSC and not as a stand-alone unit, 
seen in Figure 2. 
Two components that not are affected by a Mobile Location System are Authentication Center, 
AUC and Equipment Registry Center, EIR. 
Base Station Controller, BSC manages all the radio related functions of a GSM network. One BSC 
can control many Base Transceiver Station, BTS. This is where a mobile phone interfaces to the 
GSM network via radio (Ericsson Radio Systems, 1998). 
The Mobile Intelligent Network, MIN provides architecture for the introduction of new services 
throughout the network. This service can be a positioning system. The MIN concept has many 
advantages. MIN makes it possible to quicker make more attractive services and it separates the 
services from the other nodes in the GSM network.  
GSM Service Control Function, gsmSCF is a part of the Mobile Intelligent Network. In an Ericsson 
network gsmSCF contains functions for service script interpretation and storage. The interesting 
thing for this thesis is that CellPoint’s MLS can act as a gsmSCF. The rest of  the network accepts 
MLS as a gsmSCF. That makes it possible to send commands from and to MLS. 
The communication between components in the network is made with SS7/MAP protocols. 
SS7, Signalling System 7 manages telephone calls in a network. The signalling information is in the 
form of digital packet. MAP is the Mobile Application Part of the network it lets applications 
interacts with for example the HLR. MAP operations are a part of the SS7. There are many 
SS7/MAP operations available. 
Two examples of SS7/MAP operations are anyTimeInterrogation, ATI and 
provideSubscriberInformation, PSI. ATI must be send from a gsmSCF to HLR. And PSI is between 
the HLR to MSC/VLR. 

2.2.3 Example of Geographic Positioning in a GSM Network 

The question is how does the positioning system interact with the GSM nodes, described in 
chapter 2.2.2. Let us use CellPoint’s Mobile Location System, MLS as an example. The aim for MLS 
is to read the cell id from the database in the VLR. As mentioned earlier this cell id can later be 
converted to a geographic position.  
The basic idea is that, from a GSM perspective, MLS acts logically as another GSM node in the 
network. For instance when MLS sends requests to MSC/VLR, the MSC/VLR accept the 
commands because it accepts MLS as a GSM node. The MSC believes, in this example, that it is 
a call from the HLR. 
When a subscriber roams into a new MSC service area the VLR request the subscribers home 
HLR for information. The information is stored in the new service area VLR and now the new 
network has all the information required for call set-up.  It means that a location system must 
read from the VLR to find out in what cell the mobile phone is located. It is also important to 
know that different manufactures implement their GSM systems in different ways. For example 
Nokia networks only save location information in the VLR when the mobile phone is in active 
mode. It is therefore a little bit more difficult to locate within such a network. As an opposite an 
Ericsson network always stores the latest location information in the VLR. It is also possible to 
see how old that information is.  
CellPoint’s MLS uses the commands ATI and PSI to interact with an existing GSM network. 
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“ATI based Location of a Mobile in Active Mode” is one of many operations needed in order to 
position a GSM telephone in MLS. The MLS must sometimes send many operations before it 
finds the correct case. The variety of the cases depends on the configuration of the network, if 
the mobile phone is active or idle and the manufacturer of the network components. 
The case described in Figure 3 gives a correct answer if the mobile phone to be located is active 
and is in the same MSC service area as the user. 

MLS
Mobile Location

System
HLR MSC

VLR

PositionRequest
Locate Lennart

AnyTimeInterrogation
If authorized Locate 073-9737766 ProvideSubscriberInfo

What cell is 073-9737766 in?

AnyTimeInterrogation/R
Return CGI

ProvideSubscriberInfo/Ack
Return CGI

PositionResult
Return the coordinates

User

If fresh enough.Translate CGI
to coordinates

LC
(e.g.Finder
Application)

SMS
L

SMS
coordinates

 
Figure 3. The basic idea is to read the cell id from the VLR database with the commands 

anyTimeInterrogation (gsmSCF to HLR), provideSubscriberInformation (HLR to 
MSC/VLR). 

The user sends for example an SMS to locate another person. MLS do not receive the request 
directly from the user, instead MLS receives a Position Request via a Location Client, LC. In this 
case the LC is a middleware service that is the link between the mobile equipments and the MLS. 
Applications like Finder and Yellow pages are examples of such a Location Client. If the user is 
authorized to the service MLS uses anyTimeInterrogation, ATI. MLS send the ATI operation 
towards the HLR. The HLR receives the telephone number of the phone that is going to be 
located. The database HLR uses the operation provideSubscriberInformation, PSI to find out what 
Cell Global Identity that is stored in the VLR. 
The cell id is returned via ATI and PSI result message. Based on the timestamp in the result 
message, MLS determines that the received position measurement information is fresh enough 
and therefore computes the coordinates for the location. If the timestamp is too old, further 
operations must be performed. How long that timestamp is allowed to be must be decided by 
the application using MLS.  
MLS uses the operator’s geographic data (cell id database) about the base stations to convert the 
cell id to longitude, latitude in the reference system WGS84 and an error radius. The location 
estimate is returned to the Location Client. Finally the user receives the location (CellPoint, 
2001). 
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This MLS is now available for the market. Its strength is that it requires no large modifications 
of mobile devices nor the GSM networks. But the accuracy is likely very low in areas with large 
cells. Ericsson’s Mobile Positioning System, MPS 2.0 has a rather similar solution. MPS 2.0 affects 
the MSC, GMSC VLR, HLR and BSC. A positioning node must also be installed. 
   

2.2.4 Future Mobile System 

The techniques for the new mobile networks are being developed right now. Spokesmen say that 
it will revolutionary our lives and keep people connected to Internet at all times and in all places. 
For the first time we will have fully enabled mobile Internet functionality. The new systems are 
going to support all the existing Internet services like web browsing, File Transport Protocol, FTP, 
email etc. Others say that the large investments do not correspond to the benefit of being able to 
work, play games and find information from everywhere. 
The first step is the General Packet Radio Service, GPRS. It is a new nonvoice value added service. 
Today’s available GSM networks are upgraded with software and routers to create the GPRS. 
The new services gives opportunities for better applications and fast instant connection to 
Internet.  
Information can be sent and received in a GPRS mobile network at a theoretical speed of up to 
171.2 kpbs, which is about ten times faster than today’s communication method in mobile 
networks.  
It is not only the speed that makes the difference between GPRS and today’s GSM networks. 
Instant connection is the new concept. If someone surfs the web wireless today a connection is 
established from the start of the session to the end. Today’s mobile phones send signals even 
when the user does not actually send or receive something on the Internet. It is therefore 
expensive to stay connected a long time, because users pay for the time connected not the 
amount of data transmission. The batteries in the mobile phone will also be drained as long as it 
is connected to Internet a long time from the start of the session to the end. 
The GPRS is packet based, which means that the connection is established once. That allows the 
user to be instant connected to Internet. One possible business model is that the users only pay 
for the amount of delivered data. Access to private network can also be continuously.  
Throughout the year 2001, mobile equipment and commercial GPRS services will roll out in 
commercial quantities. In Sweden, operators have started GPRS and mobile terminals are 
available as well such as the Ericsson R520. Applications that are particularly suited for GPRS is 
chat, still and moving images, web browsing, audio, document sharing, email, Remote LAN 
access and positioning (Mobile Lifestreams, 2001a). 
GPRS is one step towards the next level called Universal Mobile Telecommunications System, UMTS or 
third generation’s mobile system, 3G. 3G can be thought of as GPRS plus entertainment and new 
mobile equipments. It is packet based such as GPRS but the speed is much higher. The estimated 
data rates are depending on the mobility. If someone travelling fast (over 120 km/h) in rural 
areas the speed will approximately be 144 kbps. But when the user is stationary inside a building 
the speed will increase to at least 2 Mbps. It can become faster and hopefully cheaper to send a 
video clip to someone than it is to send a SMS today. 
Example of new entertainment services is games, video and mobile multimedia. The future 
mobile equipments will probably have larger colour screens and a larger storage to save data on. 
Many analysts say that different devices will collide. Consumer electronics such as video cameras, 
MP3 players and GPS receivers could be built into the mobile phones or the other way around. 
It is an exciting challenge for the manufactures to find out what the combination of devices that 
the consumers really need or demands.  
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One of the aims with 3G is to unify the different mobile standards that today’s second 
generations wireless networks use. The system is based on a different technology platform that is 
unlike the one that is used in the 2G world. The different organisations want their system to be 
the raw model. The solution is that 3G are going to support three different optional air interface 
modes. In that way 3G will give roaming capability throughout Europe, Japan, and North 
America.  
The new system requires large investments in new infrastructure. New base stations must be 
installed. The base stations need to be closer to each other to support the new frequency 
allocation and radio interface. That’s a good thing for the positioning industry that builds 
solutions based on the cell id. Smaller cells will give higher accuracy for such positioning.  
The 30 May 2001, the first 3G call was made in Japan. The company NTT DoCoMo will be the 
first to launch 3G commercially, the 1 October 2001. Throughout 2002 new network operators 
will launch their systems and more mobile equipments will arrive. But it is first in 2004 that 3G 
will reach a larger quantity of consumers (Mobile Lifestreams, 2001b). 
All these changes may have following impacts on companies and private persons: 
 
• Partnerships between companies will increase now when there is one homogenous system. 

Cooperation’s between Internet companies (mostly US), traditional mobile communications 
vendors (US and Europe) and consumer electronic manufactures (Japan) will arise. The 
different technology competences must cooperate. 

• Mobile equipment manufactures in Japan gets a lead against other countries. They have so 
far had a small market share outside their home market. 

• It is not necessarily the services with the most advance technique that are going to be the 
winner. 

• Time is no longer money! It is the amount of bytes downloaded that costs. However the best 
solution for all parts would maybe be a flat monthly rate. That would increase the usage and 
amount of services. 

• Challenge for companies to understand how to make money in the new area. 
• Are the companies ready to introduce m-Commerce? Buying clothes may have done its try, 

but will services as buying games, music and information rise. 
• The systems will become increasingly vulnerable to attack by malicious crackers when 

technology becomes more sophisticated and bandwidth increases. 
• Spam, unwanted messages, could increase. 
• 3G let people to be connected at all times and in all places. 
• Experiences from Japan show that entertainment is the entrance gate for many people to the 

wireless market. 
• Many people do not have a fixed telephone at home anymore. The mobile phone is enough. 
• Users will maybe spend more time looking at the mobile equipment (nonvoice services) than 

talking to it. 
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3 DEVELOPING A LOCATION-BASED SERVICE - FINDER CLIENT  

The Finder Client shall be able to access all the existing functionality of Cellpoint’s Finder 
Application, like "adding friends" and "finding the nearest friend". Communication between the 
Finder Client on the PDA and Cellpoints Finder Application is made with IR between the phone 
and PDA and SMS between the phone and Finder Application. An off-the-shelf PDA based 
map software is used for presenting the location of the friends on the PDA. 
This chapter presents system architecture and each component of the system is also described. 
Some suggestions for enhancements are also provided. Finally i-mode applications are 
investigated. It contains services that have many similarities with the one in this thesis. 
 

3.1 System Architecture 

In this chapter the architecture of the Finder Client is described. The parts and their relations are 
investigated. A more complete description of each part can be found in subsequent chapters. 

Location
System
Finder

applicationMap
Software

SMS
Client

GUI and
Logic

PDA Psion 5mx
Phone Nokia 6210

Finder Client

Overlay and short cut commands

ir

SMS

 

Figure 4. System architecture of the application. The yellow colour indicates that the Finder Client and 
Map Software are both installed on the PDA. 

• Finder Client; The Finder Client is in the centre of this work. It is this part that has been 
developed in this thesis. It is implemented in OPL, which is the Psion’s build-in 
programming language. The user interacts with the Graphical User Interface, GUI, of the 
program. The Finder Client uses two existing components, Location System (Finder 
Application) for positioning and Map Software for showing the positions. The SMS Client 
handles the communication with the Location System.  

 

• GUI, The Graphical User Interface, GUI is designed like a normal application on a Psion. All 
functions are located either in the menu or the right toolbar. A list of all friends is displayed 
on the screen. User interactions with the program are made by clicking with the pen (stylus) 
on the screen or by enter text in dialog windows. 
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• Logic, This part holds the procedures in the Finder Client that start and initialise the client 
and keeps it running. It works as the link between the SMS Client and the map software. It 
also reads and writes to the friend database, which is a cache in the PDA that stores the 
name of the friends. That list is normally only stored in the Finder Application server. The 
main part of the logic is the run loop. It loops until the user makes a command or quits the 
Finder Client.  

 

• SMS Client, The SMS Client task is to send and receive SMS to the Location System. 
Depending on what the user want, different SMS is sent from the SMS Client via the mobile 
phone. The SMS Client also receives and handles incoming SMS, for example a position for 
a friend. The communication with the phone is made over an infrared link, IR and with AT 
commands. AT commands, see chapter 3.2.5, is a protocol for communication with the 
modem on the mobile phone. 

 
• Map software. The user can choose to view the position on two maps, Palmtop Software’s 

Route Planner Millennium and Street Planner Millennium. Both can act as normal maps as 
well as for navigation and route planning. The Finder Client controls the maps via sending 
shortcuts and letters to them. The maps can also be opened and closed from the Finder 
Client. Creating and displaying an overlay file is the method for showing the positions. An 
overlay file contains coordinates and a caption, which the map software can interpret. 

 
• Location System, The Location System is CellPoint’s existing Finder Application, which is 

using a Subscriber Identity Module, SIM toolkit based mobile locations system to locate friends 
mobile phones. It receives positioning requests via SMS. The Finder Application then sends 
an invisible SMS to the mobile phone that are going to be positioned. The SMS will not be 
noticed in the inbox. The SMS holds commands that are executed with the SIM toolkit. It 
finds out what cell the mobile phone belongs to and sends it back with SMS. The cell id is 
converted to coordinates by the Finder Application before it is ready to be sent back to 
Finder Client via SMS. 

 

3.2 Finder Client 

Finder Client has been developed in this thesis. 

3.2.1 Material  

Hardware 
PDA    Psion Series 5mx (Operative system EPOC Release 5) 
Mobile phone   Nokia 6210 
Software 
Programming language  OPL 
EPOC Emulator on PC ER5 OPL Software Development Kit 
Map Software    Street Planner Millennium Europe 

Route Planner Millennium Europe 
Graphic Software  MBMView, Nconvert and BMCONV    
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3.2.2 Development Method 

The Finder Client is implemented in the language OPL. It is similar to Basic and Pascal and 
uncomplicated to get started with. There is an official Psion OPL programmer’s manual on the 
Internet at Symbian homepage (Symbian, 1997). 
The manual covers the basic aspects of the language. OPL is built-in in the Psion Series 5mx. 
This makes it easy to write code, compile and execute directly on the PDA. However when 
creating larger programs you will feel after a while that the screen and the keyboard are too small. 
They are large enough for using applications and even browsing the Internet, but it is hard to get 
an overview during development. Fortunately an emulator for the PC is available. The ER5 OPL 
Software Development Kit can be downloaded from Symbian’s homepage (Symbian, 2001a). 
Symbian that provide both the documentation and the emulator is a cooperation between 
companies such as Psion, Nokia, Ericsson and Motorola. Symbian is also responsible for the 
OPL’s operative system EPOC, see chapter 4.3. 
Most of the code in this project is written in the emulator and than copied to the Psion. It was 
not possible to develop all the code in the emulator. The map software cannot be installed in the 
PC. It is also not possible to test the procedures of the SMS Clients with the emulator. It is 
because these procedures use an infrared link. It has therefore been a great advantage to have a 
keyboard on the Psion. Many other PDA do not have keyboards. 
Access to many of EPOC’s underlying facilities is provided by OPL. OPX’s is used to get far 
more out of the EPOC Operative System. OPX’s is just like EPOC written in C++. This thesis 
has used System.opx functions too let the application open/close and communicate with the 
map software. Another OPX is needed for the communication via IR with the phone. 
Sysram.opx has many functions for example open/close a serial port and also send/receive 
messages. 

 
Figure 5. To the right is the Psion’s internal directory. To the left is the emulator’s own directory on the PC. 

It is only the files on the PC that resides at C:\Epoc32\Wins\C that the emulator can reach.  
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Figure 6.  The EPOC Emulator provides a larger overview than developing on the Psion. 

Battery emulator

Psion 5mx

EPOC emulator

Connect to PC

 
Figure 7. An emulator makes it possible to develop the application on the PC. The PC and Psion can be 

connected through a cable. It is easy to copy files between the computers. The other cable on the 
figure is a battery emulator.  Otherwise the batteries must be changed almost every week during 
the development. 
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3.2.3 A Session 

The aim with the session is to show what capabilities the Finder Client have. 
Open Finder Client 

 
Figure 8. Finder on the Extras menu. 

Finder is found on the extras menu among other Psion applications. Tapping on the icon starts 
the Finder Client. At the same time Street Planner starts up in the background of the Finder 
Client until the user wants to see the map. This is done for saving time because Street Planner 
takes a couple of seconds to start. Route Planner is not started, it only starts upon a user request. 
The map resides in the background when Finder Client is used. Street Planner is exited at the 
same time as the Finder Client.  
Initial State 

 
Figure 9. The Finder program consists of the Friendlist and the toolbar to the right.  Four functions on the 

toolbar make it possible to locate friends and synchronize the friend list on the PDA with Finder 
Application etc.  

Locate displays a dialog where one can choose which friend that is going to be positioned. 
Sync is an important button. If a friend has been added or removed from Finder independent 
via a mobile phone the PDA does not know about it. Sync synchronizes the PDA with the data 
that resides in the actually service. This function makes it also possible for different users to use 
the same PDA. Every new user only needs to press Sync to see the Friendlist connected to his 
phone number.  
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Sun? Provides the weather forecast based on your current location. The data is provided from 
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute, SMHI but it is not available at this moment. 
Near returns the location of your nearest friend. 
Menu 

 
Figure 10. Most applications on a PDA have functions gathered in a menu.  

To open the menu just tap on the menu icon on the Psion’s frame. There are five main entries in 
the menu. View is for hiding or showing the toolbar. Send is not implemented, but the aim was 
that it should be used to send normal SMS to the friends. 
If the user never has signed up to the Finder he or she should start with joining the service. Join 
means that the user assigns to Tele2 positioning service. The user must have a special SIM card 
and a licence to use the positioning service. SIM Application Toolkit is a standard for Value 
Added Services and e-commerce that resides both in the SIM card and the mobile phone. In this, 
case the SIM card contains a program that can pick out the cell id. The cell id is later 
transformed to coordinates with the help from the operators cell id database, see chapter 3.4. 
The user chooses the nickname himself. Joining the Finder service is only needed the first time 
the Finder is used  
The Positioning menu choice activates or deactivates the positioning service. In other words 
you can decide that no one can position you anymore or vice versa. 
 
Locate Dialog Window 

 
Figure 11. A user can choose which friends to locate in the Locate dialog.  

The Locate dialog window displays all friends that are stored in the friend list on the PDA’s disk. 
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The Answer from Finder Application 

 
Figure 12. The Finder Application has located Richard_J. 

An answer is received from the Finder Application after approximately 30 seconds when a friend 
is positioned. Other services like adding friends and turning of the positioning only takes half 
the time. The user can choose to view the location either in Street Planner or in Route Planner. 
The map software is automatically started and switched to when the user decides which to use.  
 
 
Display result on Map  

 
Figure 13. Street Planner has zoomed in Richard_J. 

The overlay file with the positions is saved until the next positioning. Saving the position for 
future use can be done with the map software. 
When the user returns to the Finder Client he can choose to see his own position on a map. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plan the Route 
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Figure 14. In this case the quickest route is calculated. It is displayed on the map and described in a table. 

A big strength with combining Finder and Street Planner is that Street Planner can plan the route 
between you and your friend. The route is displayed on the map. The table button at the right 
top of Figure 14 is used too show a table with every road on the way between you and your 
friend. Every turn on the way is described in the table. 
For example, a user that store places like home, work and favourite restaurant can whenever he 
wants, locate himself and calculate the best way to get to the goal. Furthermore Street Planner 
could plan the route in four different ways; quickest, fastest, preferred and walk. 

3.2.4 GUI and Logic 

The flow chart of the Finder Client is described in Figure 15. The aim with the figure is to show 
the structure and simplify the reading of the client source code. The plan has been to separate 
the GUI and the logic. 
The Finder Client is developed as a typical OPL application. EPOC does not have a DOS 
extension system, such as .txt and .doc. Applications written in OPL requires instead Unique 
IDentifiers, UID that makes it possible to distinguish applications and show the correct icons etc. 
The UID can be allocated freely via email from Symbian’s EPOC World site (The Finder Client 
has UID, 268477922). 
Programming the start up and initialisation of the Finder Client is rather complicated. The 
difficult thing is to link in the toolbar and implement the code that loops until the user interacts 
with the client. The program RMREvent (RMR Software, 2001) is a great guide when developing 
the initialising functions of the Finder Client. It is a program that shows how the basic 
procedures shall be implemented when developing in OPL. Symbian also has a free newsgroup 
where developers can ask related questions and share their knowledge (Symbian, 2001b).  
A friend list database resides in the PDA and is maintained by the Finder Client. Every time the 
user wants to add, remove or rename friends, an SMS is sent to the Finder Application and the 
change in the friend list database is also stored in the PDA. The benefit of this is that it makes it 
possible to immediately display the change in the friend list. Without this solution the user would 
be forced to remember the list and manually type the name of the friends. When the user wants 
to locate someone, all the friends are gathered in a dialog window, and he can select one of them 
by a simple tap. 
The Graphical User Interface consists of menu, toolbar, icons, dialog windows and the screen. 
The appearance is shown in chapter 3.2.3. 
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Figure 15. The flow chart for Finder Client. It is only the significant procedures that are explained. For 

example the box SMSClient actually consists of eleven procedures. 
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The procedure LocateMyself and ChooseMap shows the program flows beginning with a 
location request and ending with the display of the resulting location on the map. 
REM This function locates your own phone 
PROC LocateMyself: 
LOCAL coordinates$(160) 
LOCAL longi&, lati& 
LOCAL lat$(100),long$(100),answ% 
 
OverlayInit: 
 
 
coordinates$=smsClient$:("L !wgs") 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IF LOC(coordinates$,"WGS!") 
  
 
 
        
longi&=VAL(SplitString$:(coordinates$,"!",";",2,2)) 
lati&=VAL(SplitString$:(coordinates$,"!",";",2,1))  
         
 
 
 
  OverlayAll:( "You",longi&,lati&)   
  
 
  ChooseMap:("Your Position"," ","You") 
 
 
 
ELSE 
  dINIT  
  dTEXT "",coordinates$ 
  DIALOG 
ENDIF 
  
ENDP 

REM is for remarks 
The procedure has no arguments 
 
Declarations of variables; $= string, 
%=integer and &=long integer. 
 
The overlay file is truncated to zero 
length. 
 
The command "L !wgs" is transmit to 
smsClient. L with no attribute is the 
same as locating yourself. !wgs 
indicates that the result should be 
returned as coordinates.   
 
The coordinates is returned in this 
format: “WGS!59.4000;17.9400". The “if 
statement” checks therefore if the 
received message contains “WGS!” 
 
Take out the longitude and latitude with 
the procedure, SplitString$. It filters 
away the points and adds a 0 at the end 
It must be performed to get the right 
format for the map software. 
 
It is now time to create an overlay file 
with the coordinates. 
 
Let the user choose which map software 
that shall display the location. The 
last argument “You” is necessary for the 
ability to zoom in to the overlay file. 
 
If coordinates do not contains WGS, just 
show the error message that is returned 
instead of the coordinates. 
 
 
All procedures starts with PROC and end 
with ENDP 

  
REM Display a dialog and let the user start 
REM the map. Called by LocateMyself and Locate 
PROC ChooseMap:(text1$,text2$,name$) 
 
LOCAL answ% 
dINIT  "View Position on Map" 
dTEXT "", text1$  
dTEXT "", text2$    
 
dBUTTONS "Street", 13 ,"Route",32,"Cancel",-27  
answ%=DIALOG 
     
IF answ%= 13  
   RunStreet&:(2) 
   streetmacro:(name$) 
ENDIF 
 
 
IF answ%=32 
   RunRoute&:(2) 
   RouteMacro:    
ENDIF 
ENDP 

 
 
The Description of the location is in text1$ 
and text2$. 
 
Using Dialog windows makes much of the 
userinteraction. Text and buttons can be 
defined in a dialog.  
 
In this case the dialog window has three 
buttons Street, Route or Cancel 
 
Check if user wanted to use Street Planner. 
Start up or switch to Street Planner. The 2 
indicate that the map is placed in 
foreground. Zoom in the overlay file 
(Finder.ovr) to the caption equal to name$. 
 
Check if user wanted to use Route Planner. 
Start up or switch to Route Planner. 
No zooming is performed with Route Planner 
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3.2.5 SMS Client 

The SMS Client opens and closes the serial port and sends AT commands to the modem on the 
mobile phone via an Infrared link residing on the port. An SMS is sent from the PDA to the 
Finder Application via the phone. Two standards must be used for achieving a communication 
with the phone, the standards for Infra Red Data Association, IrDA and AT Commands for GSM 
phones.  
IrDA is an organisation with members from 150 countries that create international standards for 
the hardware and software used in infrared communication links. Typical equipments, which use 
IrDA, are PDAs, printers, desktop adapters, notebooks and cameras. The technique makes it 
possible to exchange data through the serial port. The benefit with the technique is that no 
cables are required (California Software, 1999). We all know how convenient a remote control for 
the TV is.  IrDA can be used to send images from a digital camera to a PC or to exchange 
business card between a PDA and a mobile phone.  
Scomms.opx allows EPOC OPL developers to make use of the IrDA protocol. It can be 
downloaded free of charge from Symbians homepage. Scomms.opx makes it possible to connect 
to the modem of the mobile phone. Other functions are send/read messages and disconnect 
from the serial port. The technique how to use Scomms.opx can be understood by reading the 
file TScomms.opl that is delivered with Scomms. One useful function is SCWriteA. It writes text 
to the serial port via IR to the modem 
 
SCWriteA:(gHandle&,text$,KTimeout&,gWriteStatus&) 
 
gHandle&  A handle for the connection that has been made earlier. 
text$  The text that are going to be sent to modem. This is where the 

AT Command is sent 
KTimeout&  Indicates how long a time out is. 
gWriteStatus& This can be used later to investigate how the write was 

performed. If there was a time out etc. 
 
Scomms can be used to configure a modem to handle SMS. AT commands are used when 
configuring the mobile phone’s modem from the PDA. It is a standard for controlling modem. 
AT is an acronym for attention, ATtention.  
The modem is either from Hayes Microcomputer Products or Hayes-compatible. The techniqual 
standard that was used in this thesis was provided from ETSI (ETSI, 1999). That document 
specifies protocols for the control of SMS functions within a GSM mobile telephone from a 
remote terminal. There are other specifications that investigate other AT areas than handling of 
SMS. 
Almost every AT command must begin with the attention sign AT (or at). The AT-prefix signals 
that a command will to be sent. A useful general command is the ATZ, which is used to reset the 
modem to its standard configuration. All AT commands are sent as a string and terminated with 
a carriage return which is CHR$(13) in OPL. After most of the commands the SMS Client waits 
for the modem to answer with an OK before it continues execution. Every command also 
precedes with a check that nothing has gone wrong in the previous commands sent to the 
modem. If a variable indicates that something is wrong no more AT commands are sent and the 
SMS Client informs the user that something has gone wrong. 
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The other AT commands used are: 
ate0 Command echo off. Otherwise the answer would be ate0OK instead of only 

OK. And in this case OK is enough. 
at+csms=0 Select message service = GSM 03.40/41 specific 
at+cmgf=1 Specify message Format. Set the GSM phone to SMS Text Mode. There are two 

other modes defined too, Block mode and PDU mode. But it was convenient to 
use text mode because no binary processing was required with that format. 

at+cnmi=2,2,2,0 This is the tricky part of the SMSClient. These parameters describe how 
incoming messages shall be handled. In this case the SMS is forwarded directly 
from the mobile phone to the PDA. This seems to be the part where the 
phones differ from each other. They support different attributes for cnmi. 
Therefore an enhanced Finder Client should have capabilities to be configured 
depending on the phones manufacturer.  

at+csca="+46707990001",145 Set the SMSService center number to be used with outgoing SMS. This is the 
operator Tele2's number. It can be found in the mobile phone.  

at+cmgs="505120" Specify what number we want to send to. This is the number, which is used 
when a user sends SMS to Finder Application directly from the mobile phone. 

L Nisse Specify the content of the SMS when the modem has prompted >. “L Nisse“ is 
just an example. If it is necessary the Finder Client waits on the answer from the 
Finder Application. If the answer from the Finder Application is considered to 
be unnecessary it proceeds to spare time. An unnecessary message could be that 
Positioning has been deactivated. Once it is sent away it is considered to been 
turned off and the SMS Client does not wait for the Finder Application to 
confirm it. 

 
If a user has made a position request of a friend, the SMS Client sends a response back in the 
format below 
"WGS!59.0465;17.4980!59.4007;17.9443!Stockholm;Kista;;!680;S" 
 
The first coordinate pair is the users position and the other pair is the friend’s position. It also 
holds a description of where the friend is located and the distance and angle between the two 
friends. This string is later encoded to be able to use the coordinates for creating an overlay for 
the maps. These coordinates will be used to show the positions on the map software. 

3.2.6 Enhancing the Finder Client 

Some suggestions that will enhance the Finder Client as it is today: 

• The application should calculate if the coordinates are outside the map area. Today there is 
no dialog window that informs that to the user. 

• The Finder Client should save all the positions that have been requested to a file. A library of 
locations with search possibilities should be implemented. In that way the position of an old 
friends weekend cottage could be saved in Finder Client for years. 

• A more capable SMS Client. It is mainly developed for Nokia 6210. Other models do also 
work but not all. A real Finder Client should have capabilities to configure for all different 
manufacturers modems.  

• The time-out interval when the PDA can’t connect to the modem can also be improved. The 
time is in many cases too long.  

• Another map software can give further capabilities; for example choice of zoom levels and 
automatic route planning after each positioning. 

• All distances between friends are today expressed in meters. It should of course be displayed 
in kilometres whenever appropriate.  

• Support for Bluetooth as a complement to IR. 
• Implement capability to send SMS to the friends. 
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Some suggestions that will enhance the Finder Client in the future: 

• Implement capability to send mail to the friends. 
• The Finder Client can be developed on a Smart Phone, removing the need for IR or 

Bluetooth communication between the PDA and the mobile phone. That will make the 
service user-friendlier. 

• Combine the Finder Client with iMate, which is a service that let the user find the nearest 
bank, restaurant and similar objects. 

• Implement functions for updating the overlay files. It must be easy for the user to download 
new geographic data such as points of interest via the Finder Client. Update can be made via 
Internet or with Bluetooth and IR from friends. 

• One way to spread the Finder Client functionality to the consumers can be to implement 
parts of Finder Client in the map software. Today GPS positioning is a natural part of these 
products, so why could not GSM be that too? Such a solution requires a close relationship 
between the mobile location company and the map producer. 

• The Finder Client could find out the position by itself without the need of a special SIM 
card. The commands that are executed from the SIM card could maybe reside in the Finder 
Client. See Figure 16. 
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Finder User Database

A

BA

Operator B

C
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C

User 2

SMSC = Short Message
Service Center

 
Figure 16. In the future the more capable devices could calculate the coordinates without the Finder 

Application. A problem with such a solution would be to have an updated cell id database in the 
mobile equipment. A cell id database stores the coordinates of the base stations. Compare this 
solution with today’s in Figure 18, page 31. 

A The Finder Client User 1 can always calculate his own position. Positioning of others is made 
with SMS. Before the positioning request proceeds via SMS to User 2, it must be authorized in 
the Finder User Database. 
B If the Finder User Database authorizes the User 1, the SMS (positioning request) is forwarded 
to User 2. The Finder Client in User 2 calculates its position. 
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C The location of User 2 is automatically redelivered via SMS to User 1. The Finder Client User 1 
calculates the distance between the friends and displays the locations on a map. 
 

3.3 Map Software 

The basic idea to show the position of a friend on a map is to create an overlay file and display it 
on a map using Street Planner or Route Planner. Different commands are sent to the map 
software. All such commands related to one map software are considered to be one macro. A 
macro makes it possible to zoom in to the correct position in the map. The macro consists of 
different short cuts and letters that the map software receives as if it was a user who clicked on 
the screen or typed letters. 

3.3.1 Street Planner and Route Planner 

Street Planner and Route Planner is software from Palmtop Software made for handheld 
computers. They can act as a normal map (zoom, find, set accuracy etc.) or be used to plan a 
route. They get far more usable if a compatible GPS receiver is attached. Your position will then 
be updated as you move. But GPS receivers are expensive and they need good visibility to the 
satellites. It is not possible to position indoors with GPS. A positioning solution with a GSM 
mobile phone is therefore attractive. 
Street Planner is very detailed; it contains even the smallest road. The disadvantage with the high 
accuracy is that it is slow if a large area of maps is loaded. A disturbing thing with Street Planner 
is that there are no available maps for the northern part of Sweden. Otherwise most parts of 
Europe are available on a CD. 
Route Planner is more schematic, but on the other hand the accuracy of the positioning is not so 
high either so it is still an appropriate choice. The amount of data for entire Sweden is only 290 
KB. Route Planner is fast and good to use when travelling between cities.  
It is possible to download a huge number of overlay files from the Internet. Both products can 
use these overlay files. The overlay files contain information about e.g. gas stations, sights or beer 
breweries. 
 

 
Figure 17. Route Planner is more schematic than Street Planner but it is fast and excellent to plan long 

distances with. Street Planner is much better to plan short distances with. 
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3.3.2 Overlay Files 

The way to create overlay files is a little bit tricky. The latitude and longitude must be converted 
to hexadecimal system and stored in a predefined pattern.  
An overlay is simply a sequence of records. Each record has a 2-byte header, followed by 0 to 
255 bytes of data. The first byte represents the type of data. There are 17 different types. Street 
and Route Planner uses type 11. The second byte represents the number of bytes of data 
excluding the header itself. A whole record can thus be at most 257 bytes. 

• 4 bytes (a 32 bits integer, LSB first*) representing the longitude in 100.000ths of a degree  
• 4 bytes (a 32 bits integer, LSB first*) representing the latitude in 100.000ths of a degree  
• A string of at most 125 characters. The name of the positioned person is stored here.  
(Palmtop Software, 2001)  
The Finder Application sends the coordinates in 10.000ths of a degree and therefore an extra 
zero is always added to the received coordinates before the overlay is created. 

Table 2. Example of the how the coordinates are transformed to hexadecimal form. 
 Type Nr of bytes Longitude Latitude Name End of 

record 
Normal 11 17 1798590 5936630 RikardJ 0 
Hexadecimal* 0B 11 BE 71 1B 00 F6 95 5A 00 08 52 69 6B 61 72 64 4A 00 
 
 * Note that the coordinates are switched, 1798590 is actually 00 1B 71 BE and not BE 71 1B 00. 
The installation file for Finder creates a folder named Finder directly under C directory. The 
application uses that folder to store the created overlay Finder.ovr. Every time a positioning is 
made the overlay file is overwritten with the new position. 

3.3.3 Controlling the Map Software 

The programming language OPL can use language extensions provided in separate DLLs written 
specially for OPL support. These DLLs are written in C++ and have the file extension .opx. The 
System.opx contains functions that can be used by the Finder Client to control the map software. 

Table 3. Useful functions in System.opx. They control the behaviour of the maps from the Finder Client. 
RunApp& Open or place another application in front of screen 

SendKeyEventToApp& Send commands to the other application 
GetThreadIdFromCaption& Find out what thread the different applications have. Appropriate 

to investigate if the map software is open or closed with. 
EndTask& Close the map with the given thread. 

 
As an example “SendKeyEventToApp:(Thread&, 0, 7, 0, KmodifierCtrl&, 0)” sends a Ctrl-G to 
the application with the thread equal to Thread&. The 7 are similar to G, the seventh character in 
the alphabet.  
In Street Planner Ctrl-G is the shortcut for “Find in overlay by name”. That function is used to 
zoom to a position in the overlay file Finder.ovr. Route Planner has a similar find-function but 
no shortcut for it. Finder Clients macro does therefore not zoom correctly to the object in Route 
Planner. The user must zoom to the object manually in Route Planner. 
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Another appreciated shortcut would be refresh map. But on the other hand refresh is only 
necessary when two positioning operations are made after each other and the two people are 
located at the exactly same location area. The caption of the icon would then be the same on 
both people. In other words, person two gets person ones caption, but when the user zooms in 
or out the correct caption is shown anyway. 
It is not possible to open or close overlay files via shortcuts. This limitation destroys many of the 
possibilities for developing an intelligent overlay handling. As a result of that, the user also must 
open the overlay file (Finder\Finder.ovr) with the map software the first time he uses the Finder 
Client.  If there was a possibility to open and close overlay files every person could have an own 
overlay file and all positions could be stored. In the same manner the Finder Client could also 
open other downloaded overlays. The maximum is eight open overlays at the same time in Street 
Planner. Therefore a straight foreword solution with only one overlay file is chosen. The Finder 
Client automatically stores only the last location. 
CellPoint has an application named iMate which can let the user find the nearest bank, restaurant 
and similar operations. If a similar iMate Client was implemented for handheld computers its 
success lies in the overlay handling. It can be a powerful tool to see the position of all the banks 
in the surroundings. In Street Planner the quickest route to the nearest bank can be calculated. 
Palmtop Software says that they might have a shortcut for open or close in the next version of 
Street Planner. It would be even better if they would offer an API so that the communication 
could be safer and more elegant. 

3.4 Location System - SIM card based 

In this thesis, CellPoint’s existing Finder Application is used. Every user has his personal list of 
friends stored in the system. You must have your friend’s permission to add him or she in the 
friend list. The positioning can always be turned off.  
On Cellpoint’s homepage (CellPoint, 2001a) Finder Application is introduced like this: 
“The user starts by defining a list of friends (the “Friends List”) that they want to be able to 
locate, be seen by, or communicate with. When a user wants to know the location of a friend, 
colleague or family member, the user initiates the request via a chosen interface, be it their 
mobile phone or computer, and selects a name or names. CellPoint’s Finder Application then 
locates the user and the friend, and calculates the distance and direction to the friend. The result 
is communicated back to the user as a text message, such as “John is close to Piccadilly Circus, about 
3.2 km west of  you.”  “ 

Finder Application is mainly developed for mobile phones and the positioning is made with SIM 
card technology. The SIM card technology is the Mobile Location System and Finder 
Application is a location-based service, but in this hybrid solution these two concepts melt 
together. The Finder Applications calculates the actually position which usually is made by a 
Mobile Location System.  
Mobile Location Systems are probably going to have services such as Finder Application build in 
because it facilitates the location-based service development. Anyway the basic idea is that a SIM 
card on the telephone returns the cell id as described below. Accordingly this positioning 
technique is not the same as the one described in chapter 2.2.3. 
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Figure 18. Positioning with Finder Application using SIM Toolkit card. 

A User 1 sends an SMS to the Finder service because he wants to locate User 2. The 
command is initialised from the PDA. Today that SMS looks like “Locate User2” or 
shortly “L U”. The SMS goes to the Operators Short Message Service Center, SMSC. The 
SMSC is the operators system that handles the SMS towards the GSM network. 
Finder Application receives the request. 
 

B 
 

Finder Application interprets the request and sends away two SMSs. Both User 1 and 
User 2 receive a SMS. The SMS goes directly to the SIM card on the mobile phone, 
which interprets the message. The SIM card is a programmable chip that makes it 
possible to save telephone books etc. The user only here a short beep. The special 
programmed SIM card on the phone calculates what cell id the mobile phone belongs 
to. The location is in the form MCC, MNC, LA and cell id, see chapter 2.2.1. 

C The Finder Application is now aware of the cell id (actually the Cell Global Identity) 
of the closest GSM antennas (Base Transceiver Station) for the users 1 and 2. The cell 
id can be converted to latitude and longitude with the help from data from the 
operators cell id database. The cell id database holds the coordinates for the operators 
Base Transceiver Stations and their belonging cell id. The person does not probably 
actually stand on the GSM antenna therefore; a better approximation can be done. 
Some systems uses Timing Advanced to improve the position, see chapter 4.1.4. In 
this case the program Expos can be used. Expos calculates where within the cell the 
user probably is. This is done with the shape of the cell and probability. 
 

D User 1 can now receive his friends and his own position the answer can be like in 
coordinates or a textual message like: “User 2 is located in Solna near Stockholm 2 km north 
of you”. 
 

E This thesis makes it possible to transport the locations to a PDA and display the 
position on a map. 
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3.5 i-mode, Similar services like the Finder Client 

To find a model for the Finder Client we studied similar applications in Japan, which is the 
leading wireless country. The most successful application portal in Japan is i-mode. It is really not 
the technology between Finder and i-mode that is similar. But it is the conditions and potential 
for these applications that will be compared. 
The company NTT DoCoMo started i-mode in the beginning of 1999. NTT DoCoMo is the 
leading mobile operator and one of the biggest mobile devices manufacturers in Japan. Almost 
all their mobile equipment supports i-mode. In the first year, i-mode grow from 0 to 2 millions 
subscribers. In May 2001 they had almost 24 million subscribers (NTT DoCoMo, 2001).  
The customers spend between 12 and 15 US dollars more per month compared to other mobile 
customers.  
The i-mode wireless data service enables users to do banking, make cinema reservations, conduct 
stock transactions, send and receive e-mail, and browse the Internet through their mobile phone. 
i-mode is not an application by itself, it is a portal that others companies can create applications 
for. It is like web browser but for mobile phones. In June 2000, there were 560 official i-mode 
sites. There are thousands of other unofficial sites as well. The benefit of being an official i-
mode site is that they have more beneficial conditions than other sites. The user pays much lower 
fee when using an official site than the others. The application becomes also easier to find when 
it is placed on the portal, but there are also sites that gather unofficial sites. The goal for many is 
to become an official site but it is quite hard because i-mode cannot have to many sites on their 
portal. It would become too hard to navigate. 
The application platform for developing an i-mode site is compact Hyper Text Markup Language, 
cHTML. It is a subset of the HTML format that is used on Internet. Some HTML 4.0 features 
like tables; JPEG images and background colours are excluded from cHTML. The maximum 
allowable size for a cHTML page is 5 kB. The price is set by number of packets not by the time 
connected. The speed is 9,6 kbps.  

 
Figure 19. The user can connect both to an i-mode site and Internet sites through their i-mode compatible 

mobile phone. 
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Positioning has not played a mayor part of i-mode yet however NTT DoCoMo has started to 
implement wireless location-based services for i-mode. The company has a product that can 
track mobile users through the GPS. This is particularly developed for professional users. A user 
needs a GPS receiver, mobile phone and a PC. A map with the mobile users position can then be 
displayed on the PC. The positioning accuracy is in the tens of meters interval. They are 
planning to extend this service from PC to i-mode. If they have extended that service already it 
would be a pretty similar solution like the one in this thesis. The user should only need an i-mode 
phone, GPS and a PDA to access the same service like the one in this thesis. The digital maps 
that are used are collected freely from Internet through the company iMapFan. 
NTT DoCoMo has also a product called DoCo-Navi. It is pretty similar to the Finder Client 
except that it has not the aim to locate other persons. The goal with service is that the user shall 
never get lost in a city anymore.  To use DoCo-Navi one must have a mobile phone and 
specialized PDA called Naview. It can be used as a typical PDA with e-mail and web browser. 
Your current location can be displayed on a map on the Naview. The positioning is made by 
SnapTracks Assisted GPS see chapter 4.1.1. This service can be used for pedestrian navigation 
since GPS gives quite high accuracy. The speed of positioning is fast but the map and content 
downloads generally take about 30 seconds.  
Users who access a location information service center via the terminal have more than 200,000 
sites available. The revenue model is based on monthly subscriptions. It cost roughly 40 SEK a 
month plus the actual amount of data transmission (The Swedish Office of Science and 
Technology, 2000b). 
DoCo-Navi include these menus: 

• Showing an user’s location and a specified destination on a map 
• Show town information, revealing nearby stores, restaurants, etc., their opening hours and 

contact information 
• Calculate the shortest route to a particular destination 
• Linkage with the Internet enabling access to location-based service related content sites 

related to the specified latitude/longitude 
 
There are competitors that maybe have more advanced technique that deliver the same services 
like these in i-mode. However i-mode has maintained their enormous market share because of 
its usefulness and contents. NTTDoCoMo and the Japanese mobile manufactures turn nowadays 
their attention to other markets like for example Europe. On the other hand the GSM mobile 
industry (GSM Association) works on a standard for wireless Internet via GSM mobile phones. 
The basic concept in that standard, called M-services, is similar to i-mode. 
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4 MARKET OVERVIEW  

The market overview aims to investigate the existing positioning technologies today. It also aims 
to examine what location-based services and mobile devices are most interesting in the nearest 
future. Finally some different map-strategies are investigated. 
4.1 Geographic Positioning Technologies today 

The mobile location services market is at a crucial point with mobile connections used for 
mobile locations services set to increase from 2 million in 2001 to 560 million in 2006 (Cellular 
Online, 2001). 
There are many different techniques to position mobile equipment in the GSM network. The 
technique that are using cell id is described in chapters 2.2.3 and 3.4. The positioning system is 
often divided in network-based technologies and terminal-based technologies. A combination of 
these two is also possible.  
The terminal based positioning systems requires a new terminal, or a new SIM card, or even 
both. Such limitation makes it harder for terminal based positioning systems to reach out to the 
market. In a perspective over five years new SIM card and telephones have reached out and the 
solution can be more widespread. Positioning intelligence lies on the terminal that calculates the 
position. The most common approach is with GPS or SIM card technology.  
Network based positioning solutions do not require positioning intelligence to be built into 
the mobile equipment, which means that market penetration is 100% from the day the system or 
service is launched. On the other hand it could be very expensive to upgrade the GSM network. 
These techniques are often based on triangulation or finding out the closest cell id (Wireless 
Positioning, 2001). 
 
The European Telecommunications Standards Institute, ETSI has ratified three methods that operators 
could use in addition to cell id for location-based services. These are: 

• Assisted GPS  
• Enhanced Observed Time Differential (E-OTD) 
• Time Of Arrival (TOA) 

 
The methods Cell id and Timing Advance may also be used to position mobile phones. 
Each method has advantages and drawbacks, so no single method satisfies all requirements. 
Many of the solutions have problem with that the mobile signal does not go the shortest way. 
Especially in urban areas the signal bounces at obstacles. In solutions that uses cell id can result 
in that the mobile phone does not connect to the closest cell. Methods that measure time for 
triangulation and Timing Advance can get longer time slots than it would be in a clean and flat 
environment. 
Therefore, the solutions often can handle more then one positioning technique. It is important 
to support the techniques that are going to be the most widespread. Otherwise large 
reinvestments must be done. For example SignalSoft claim that their platform is interoperable 
with many methods. Anyway it is likely that GPS combined with GSM techniques are going to 
be widespread. GPS has the benefit of being accurate in areas with good coverage. GSM is 
useful as a backup when the user is indoors. 
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In this new business it can be hard to see what different systems can do. Most of the 
information in Table 4 is from Cambridge Positioning System, CPS homepage CPS, 2001). CPS uses 
a variant of E-OTD. In their unmodified version of the table below E-OTD seems to be the 
superior solution. Of course every other company claims that their system is the best. Anyway, 
these things are hard to estimate but Table 4 can be used as a guide to see the differences 
between the systems. 
 

 
System 

Accuracy 
Commercial 
Availability 

on GSM 
Company Speed Of 

Response 
Mobile 

Network 
Upgrade 

Cost 

Approach Handset 
Cost 

Increase  

E-OTD 15m to 75m 
In worst case 1km 2000 Cambridge=CPS 

SignalSoft 2-5 seconds  Medium Terminal or 
network based Nil 

Cell ID Variable 
250m to 35 km 1999 

CellPoint 
Ericsson 

Nokia 
3 seconds 

Minimal 
(MSC 

Interface) 
Network 
based Nil 

Cell ID/ 
Timing 

Advance 
500m to 1km 1999 

CellPoint 
Ericsson 

Nokia 
5 seconds Minimal 

Network 
based Nil 

Assisted 
GPS 2m to 50 m  Late 2001  

Snaptrack, 
SiRF, 

Benefon (GPS 
phone) 

5 seconds to 
1 min.  

Depend of 
assistance 

Medium 
(standards-
compliant)  

Terminal 
based 

(and assistance 
from network) 

+40% Plus 
impact on 
style and 

battery life 
Time 

Of 
Arrival 

Difficult to achieve 
better than 125m 

No known 
commercial 

solution 
TruePosition Better than 

10 seconds High 
Network 
based Nil 

Angle of 
Arrival 

Unlikely to achieve 
125m 

No known 
commercial 

solution 
Allen Telecom 
TruePosition 

Better than 
10 seconds High 

Network based 
Nil  

Table 4. The table gives an insight the differences between the techniques. The source is internal 
information from CellPoint and the positioning company CPS web page (CPS, 2001).           

  
The analyse company Strategis Group interviewed approximately 75 percent of the 40 mobile 
operators in Europe’s top twelve markets. These operators serve around 80% of the subscribers 
in Europe. The interview treated among other things these operators’ strategies for future 
location-based services. Among these operators 38 percent stated that they were seriously 
evaluating network-based solutions, 28 percent also said they were evaluating a GPS solution, 
and 9 percent stated that cell id technology could still be used for future Mobile Location 
Services (Wireless Positioning, 2000a). 
The network architecture for GPRS and 3G location services is not yet finalised in the standards, 
but during 2001 or 2002 it will be performed. The location technology for GPRS is similar to the 
existing in GSM. The standard that is developed for 3G is also based on the existing techniques 
such as Assisted GPS, E-OTD and cell id although the location systems require some 
modification. The 3G cells are for example smaller. The enhancement of cell id is made with 
another technique than Timing Advance. A combination of Assisted GPS and E-OTD is also 
probable (Ludden, 2001). 

4.1.1 Assisted GPS 

In Assisted GPS the network gives the Global Positioning System, GPS receiver information on 
which satellites that is best to use. That information makes the GPS processing much quicker 
and less battery consuming. 
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Today “normal” GPS is a widespread technique. The GPS receiver is located with triangulation 
to three or more satellites. Standalone GPS units are commonly used and the prices are quite low 
today. Integration of GPS in a mobile phone is an interesting positioning solution. The users 
probably do not feel that a big brother is watching when he can switch off the GPS part of the 
mobile phone.  
When using Assisted GPS the mobile phone and a GPS receiver must be integrated. Assistance 
data is transmitted from the GSM network to expedite the GPS signal search and even improve 
sensitivity. The network helps the GPS receiver to find the appropriate satellites. In that way the 
speed of response is shortened from about a minute to a few seconds. This is potentially the 
most accurate method, however GPS is limited by the weak penetration of the satellite signal. 
Inside buildings it can be very difficult (=impossible) to position a mobile phone with GPS. If 
GPS is combined with one of the other GSM techniques the problem may be solved (Wireless 
Positioning, 2001b). 
SnapTrack has a system that uses Assisted GPS. The system is described as: 

 

B
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Figure 20. Possitioning with GPS takes just a few seconds, whereas conventional GPS receivers can take 

several minutes (SnapTrack, 2001). 

 
A When SnapTrack is activated, the wireless network sends an estimate of the location of the 

handset (mobile phone+GPS) to a server. 

B The server informs the handset, which GPS satellites are in its area, 
C The handset takes a "snapshot" of the GPS signal, calculates its distance from all satellites 

in view. 
D The information is sent back to the server. The server software performs error correction 

and calculates the caller's latitude, longitude. The altitude could also be calculated if four 
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satellites are in sight. 

E In case of an E911 call, the server sends the information to the Public Safety Access Point, 
PSAP. 

F The server can also send the coordinates to a third-party service provider or back to the 
handset. 

 
  

 

Benefon Locus, a telematic phone, has a GPS receiver and supports the Mobile 
Phone Telematics Protocol, MPTP. This protocol defines the information exhange 
between an application server and the mobile phone. Benefon Locus can 
therefore be operated remotely via the Short Message Service, SMS. 
MPTP is a protocol that has been developed for telematic communication 
between the mobile phone and a server application like an Emergency Center or a 
Resource Manager. It provides a wide range of different messaging, positioning 
and tracking related functions to be implemented on an existing server application 
to provide support for portable telematics devices (Benefon, 2001). Benefon’s 
telephones are not truly Assisted GPS devices because it does not use the network 
to rapidly synchronise with the satellites. It uses GPS positioning outdoors and 
when the GPS do not get a signal that is strong enough, it uses GSM.  

 
Figure 21. Benefon has released a telephone that is equipped with GPS and maps.  

4.1.2 Enhanced Observed Time Differential, E-OTD 

Cambridge Positioning System (Cursor™) uses the Enhanced Observed Time Difference method, E-
OTD. It requires both network and mobile phone modifications. The location calculation can be 
done both in the mobile phone and in the network. 
Comparing with Time of Arrival there is small modification needed in the network. The mobile 
phone listens to the bursts from three base stations and the observed time difference is 
measured. There are two measurements from every Base Transceiver Station, BTS one is to the 
mobile equipment and the other is to a known position called Location Measurement Unit, LMU. 
The LMU can often be located within the Base Station System. 
Measurements from three BTS’ are needed since it is three undefined variables when calculating 
the two dimensional position. Two of the unknown variables are latitude and longitude of the 
mobile equipment. The last unknown is the time offset between the mobile equipment internal 
clock and the known positions (LMU’s) internal clock. The LMU and mobile equipment will 
certainly not have the exact same time. But that is corrected when time offset is calculated (CPS, 
2001). 
The basic of E-OTD is build up on the classic formula, s=v*t, (distance=velocity*time). Apart 
from calculating the position an error can also be estimated as seen in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22. Three equations are solved and the location is then in the intersection between the circles. 

4.1.3 Time Of Arrival, TOA 

The Time difference Of  Arrival, TOA is measured from the mobile equipment to at least four Base 
Transceiver Stations with location measurements units. It is very similar to the E-OTD described 
above but it requires no upgrade of the mobile terminal. All modern mobile equipments should 
be ok.  The position is calculated with triangulation in the location system. The result is more 
accurate in rural areas because there are fewer obstacles there.  
Time of Arrival will probably not be the solution for the future because it requires large 
investments in the GSM network. The Base Stations needs to be updated with a pretty advanced 
LMU that makes the triangulation.  

4.1.4 Cell ID and Timing Advance 

One of the technique to find out what GSM cell the mobile equipment is located in can be 
found in chapter 2.2.3. GSM network modification is needed to build such a location system. 
The advantage is that no upgrade in the mobile phones is needed. That is a great benefit, 
because the location based industry is rather young. Other techniques such as Assisted GPS and 
E-OTD can use cell id techniques as a fallback when the satellite- or time measurement signal is 
too weak. But as seen in chapter 3.4, a cell id hybrid solution with a SIM toolkit card is also 
possible to use.  
The cell id solutions only give the coordinate of the closest Base Transceiver Station. If higher 
accuracy is needed an additional step must be taken. Timing Advance is a technique for 
improving the users location.  
The Timing Advanced technique tries to estimate the distance between the mobile equipment 
and the Base Station. Today Timing Advanced can estimate the distance in 550 m interval. 
Currently, there is research in progress for reducing that interval down to 100 m. The mobile 
equipment sends a burst to the base station. The time difference between the beginning and the 
arrival of the time slot is proportional to the distance between the base station and the mobile 
equipment. That is not 100% true because the signal can bounce on mountains and walls and so 
on. Correction for these things can be hard to do. Today this technique is appropriate if the cell 
is very large. The estimation error can decrease from 35 km down to 1 km. On the other hand in 
small cells the estimation gives higher errors (Wireless Positioning, 2001). 
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4.1.5 Other Positioning Methods  

There are a lot of others positioning methods too. As explained earlier in chapter 3.4 SIM card 
based system is possible.   
Angle of Arrival is a technique that measures the angle between the mobile equipment and the 
Base station. The measurements are done in at least two base stations. The intersection of the 
angles from two or more sites provides the mobile equipments location. The company Allen 
Telecom claims that they have a solution that combines Angle of Arrival and Time of Arrival 
(The Swedish Office of Science and Technology, 2000a). 
Local positioning is also a concept. That is when positioning is made only in a local 
environment. Non-GSM solutions for this are Bluetooth beacons and wireless LAN network. 
Normal GPS positioning will almost certainly also be popular in the future. In Europe, Galileo, a 
new satellite positioning system is also planned.  

4.2 Location-Based Services 

The most important factor that gives positioning success is the available applications. It does not 
matter how accurate the positioning is if the public do not find the applications useful. A high-
quality application can for example make practical things faster, easier and hopefully funnier. 
Another aspect is that the technique makes new things possible. For example, a sailor does not 
need the same navigation skills today as he needed earlier. New sailing opportunities arise. 
The Swedish Office of Science and Technology (Sveriges Tekniska Attachéer) has made an 
investigation about positioning in North America (The Swedish Office of Science and 
Technology, 2000a). The report divides the future market into four groups: 

• Lifestyle 
• Life support 
• Safety 
• Work 
 
The boundaries between the groups are of course overlapping. Many applications can satisfy 
more than one of the groups. When looking at the services it can be noticed that today many 
applications in all groups are connected to cars, travel and transportation. That will probably be 
the case in the future too, but people-to-people communication and games is maybe the most 
interesting areas. 

4.2.1 Driving Forces 

This chapter describes some of the driving forces for positioning and the location-based service 
market. The start for the positioning market was when the Federal Communications Commission, 
FCC claimed that all emergency calls from a mobile phone must be able to be positioned. In this 
case, the network should send the position of the mobile phone to the alarm central. FCC makes 
communications regulations in USA and the goal is to make sure that the nation’s 
communications systems are operating in the Americans best interest. If the operators choose to 
use network based positioning system the decree should be fulfilled the 1 October 2001. The 
decree goes under the name Enhanced 911 or E911. They are very hard for the operators to 
achieve. 
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Table 5. FCC demands in Enhanced 911.  
 95% of 911 call 67% of 911 call Finished 

Network based 300 m accuracy 100 m accuracy October 2001 

Terminal based 150 m accuracy 50 m accuracy Mars 2001 
 
Representatives of the telecommunications industry and emergency service authorities are 
preparing a similar E112 law in Europe. The European Council and the European Parliament 
will probably make the decision about the requirements in the end of 2001 or in the beginning 
of 2002.  
It is probable that many of the operators are going to choose a combination of network and 
terminal based positioning. 
Another important force in the development of positioning applications is that the telephone 
operators and Internet providers need to find new sources for income.  With clever location-
based services the companies hopes to find new customers and most important of all, keep their 
subscribers. The service providers (e.g. CellPoint, SignalSoft and Snaptrack) struggle hard to 
show the operators that their technology and services are the best.  
The applications will probably not only be a location-based service, instead positioning is going 
to be a small feature and enhancement in many ordinary applications. The users are probably not 
going to consider these applications as location-based services. As an example a messenger 
service main part is the chat function, but the service can be enhanced if the users position is 
provided. From the users point of view the service is still a messenger service. 
Large investments are now made on the wireless Internet. The price when using a mobile phone 
is decreasing and therefore new ways to earn money is needed for the operators. The 
investments must be repaid in the future. However it is not certain that the user will pay for 
every positioning request. Location-based services can instead make an operator more attractive 
for the consumers. 
Positioning is assumed to play a major part in the development of the mobile Internet. Because 
applications based on positioning has the advantage to be unique comparing to the traditionally 
applications today. Location-based services have the benefit that they can adjust their contents 
depending on the users location. 
The investments in GPRS, and later the third generation mobile network, will also result in that 
the consumers will be more used to non-voice services when using the mobile equipment. 
During the last decades the development of fast processors has resulted in more intelligent 
applications in the PC world. In the same manner the demands on new advanced applications 
will likely arise when the new mobile systems has been launched. 
Today Short Message Services, SMS, is at the present the only really widespread non-voice service. 
Wireless Application Protocol, WAP has failed to become popular and i-mode is only widespread in 
Japan. SMS is an acceptable bearer for location-based services but the subscribers are not in 
general used to these kinds of services yet. 
The importance of the accuracy is a much-debated issue. Is it possible to make location-based 
services on a location system that have accuracy up to 300 m? The answer to that is that in the 
next few years it will be probably enough. Most applications do not need to know the users exact 
position, but more sophisticated applications will probably result in higher demands on the 
accuracy in the coming three or four years.  
Ideas exists that the World Wide Web will use positioning as a mean for generating content as 
well as other sources of information. For example, if a person is located near the Eiffel tower all 
the information about it should be easy accessible. 
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Wearable computing is a term that is going to affect the market in the future. It is a new 
approach of using computers and is currently in the research state. The purpose is that the 
wearable computer should be an assistance that always can guide the consumer. Some properties 
are that a wearable is mobile, always connected to Internet, hands-free and have sensors to sense 
the surroundings. The sensors can feel if the person is walking, talking or even sleeping. Since 
the wearable computer knows things about the user, it also knows when it is appropriate to 
interrupt the user, for example if the wearable application sees that the user sits in the subway it 
can display all email that has arrived during the day. If a mobile phone call arrives during a 
meeting it will automatically be routed to the voice inbox.  
The appearance will not be the same as today’s computers. An example of a wearable device 
could be a pair of glasses with a screen in one of the glasses or a ring on the finger. The problem 
with such devices is methods to control the wearable computer. A future PDA/Smart Phone 
could also be thought of as a wearable. The capability to locate the user of the wearable 
computer increases the ways to keeps up the awareness of its users whereabouts. 
Wearable Computing is one of many forms of Ubiquitous Computing or Pervasive 
Computing. The computers are going to be embedded in other things. Today, a car consists of 
many embedded computers. 
Today we have our information in one or a few computers. With Ubiquitous Computing we are 
going to receive and send information through many more embedded computers. Every person 
is going to use the different devices without even think about it. The computers become 
invisible. One goal is to get an easy and intuitive graphical user interface. The input and output 
can be from voice, screen or even the nerve system in the body! All computers are connected 
through a network. The Internet is considered to be the network environment.   
The devices could even communicate with each other without the user noticing it. If the battery 
in the alarm clock is empty it can before shutting down inform the mobile phone or another 
alarm clock what time to wake the person. It also informs the PDA calendar that new batteries 
must be bought. Such solutions are both exiting and frightening. Can we rely on that the 
computer does the right thing?     
The location of different users facilitates Ubiquitous Computing. Hewlett Packard has a project 
called CoolTown and Ericsson a similar called HotTown. The new thing is that they want every 
object like people, animals and stores, in the environment to get an own web space. Locating the 
person with GSM could be one way to solve which web space a person is located in. This kind 
of positioning would be done automatically. For example when a person enters a store, he also 
enters the stores web space with all the advertisement and options (The Swedish Office of 
Science and Technology, 2000a). 
Two things can stop the wishes for success for location-based industries. The first is if the users 
don’t like the applications and the other is if the users feel that their integrity is threatened.  

4.2.2 Lifestyle 

Lifestyle created for young customers is the sector that is supposed to have the brightest future 
in location-based services. Some says that it is here the future big mass market is founded. 
Youths can show their belonging by joining mobile communities. The people in the communities 
push each other to a high mobile usage. Many young people use SMS as a lifestyle application 
today, even if that was not the purpose in the early days of SMS. In this community they can 
locate and communicate with their friends.  
Other things that the person can do from similar applications are bank affairs, get a weather 
report, play games, see advertisements, restaurant guides and buying tickets. Many of these 
services can be enhanced with positioning.  
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As mentioned earlier, advertisements and offers based on the position will probably increase. 
The danger with such services is that users can experience it as spam, unwanted messages, in the 
long run. 
i-mode from NTT DoCoMo described in chapter 3.5 is an example of these services. The key 
part of the application is transactions, entertainment and information. This is maybe the most 
successful lifestyle service that uses positioning. 
Ericsson develops iPulse Locator that is an application using positioning. It is a phone book that 
let’s friends, family or work colleagues to keep in close contact with each other. The contact list is 
updated regularly and the status and location of each group member is displayed on screen. All 
persons in the group can see if a person is busy talking in the phone for example. The system 
will update the persons status if is he or she is not busy anymore. The Mobile Positioning Center, 
MPC, makes the positioning. The interface that is supported is SMS, web and WAP. It is 
primarily developed for PDA’s (Ericsson, 2001). 
Location based games is also interesting. Role-plays are going out in the real world. Botfighter 
from Telia is a game, which claims to be similar to the famous PC network game Quake but in 
the real world. The goal is to come close enough to other players in the game and send away a 
shot with SMS. If the opponent has been hit it is better to run away before he or she shoots 
back. The mobile phone should work both as a radar to find enemies and a laser weapon to shot 
them. The players are competing in different communities and the goal is to make the game to a 
lifestyle (Telia, 2000). 
Infotainment games are another approach. The goal is to both inform and entertain. An example 
could be a question game like Jeopardy that changes the questions depending on the users 
location. That could be good way to relax during a long bus ride. More sophisticated games with 
better interfaces than SMS will probably show up with GPRS enabled mobile phones. 
The service can also have a more narrow target group. The company Mobile Position has taken 
that approach with their sites yachtPosition and bikePosition. 
The location-based service yachtPosition is customized for yachting enthusiasts and gives the 
user access to information such as local weather and locations of the nearest harbours, fuel 
filling bridge, restaurants, repair shop and so on. Friends on land can follow the boat through 
yachtPosition. On the web page there is also different general news about different boat events 
(mobilePosition, 2001). 
The Finder Application, which is used in this thesis, is an example of a Lifestyle application. 

4.2.3 Life Support 

These are the services that hopefully are going to make our life a little bit easier. As an example 
find cars, tourist guides and navigation. Other examples are to remind a person about some issue 
on the way home, or memorizing places of interest like beautiful nature or a good place to fish. 
The Finnish Company Sonera says that success for mobile positioning was not so easy as they 
first expected. They hope that their new service will please the consumers. The service can for 
example find the cheapest gas station in the area where the subscriber is present. There are many 
similar services that are based on finding the nearest store from the user. Telia have a product 
that displays the house prices in the surroundings (Computer Sweden, 2001). 
The Japanese streets do not have names as we have in Europe. They have only block names. One 
block can be quite big. Therefore street navigation may be extra interesting in their big cities. 
Tracking pets are also considered as an interesting service in Japan.  
In Japan 11.6 percent of the total number of households is subscribed to the GPS based car 
navigation system as of March 2000 and 11.5 percent to the Personal Handy phone System, PHS.  
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A PHS telephone is using cells to roughly identify the whereabouts of the person or item 
carrying a small detection unit. The cells are quite small in large towns so the accuracy is 
acceptable. It is also possible for the person who requires location information to phone a call 
centre and receive a fax image of the location on a map (The Swedish Office of Science and 
Technology, 2000b). 

4.2.4 Safety 

To locate children are examples of easy applications that could be interesting for worried 
parents. This is true also for the elders, for example, if an Alzheimer’s patient goes say 300 m 
from his usual area a signal is sent and the person can be easily located. 
Other segments that could feel safer if someone could see their position are the police and 
military force. If a police feels threatened he can send an alarm signal that contains the position. 
Italy is one of Europe largest markets for mobile devices. There is the safety and vehicle-tracking 
aspects of positioning the hottest sector in location-based services because it is very important 
for as an example security companies to know where their vehicles are. That is also a lucrative 
market because it opens up the chances to ally with the mighty car industry. The Alfa Romeo 147 
has a stereo with GPS, GSM and a computer device built in. That makes it possible for the driver 
to find the best route, speaking in the phone and surfing the Internet without taking his hands 
from the steering wheel (The Swedish Office of Science and Technology, 2000b). 
In US, the car industries country number one, the situation is the same. General Motors has a 
service called OnStar it helps the drivers with emergency calls when the airbag deploys. OnStar 
can also do things like vacation planning. All 911-alarm station in the US is going to use 
positioning because of the FCC mandate E911. When an accident or injury happens the mobile 
phone should be easy located.  
Traffic alert is also a safety application. When some accident happens the application calculates 
the best way to avoid traffic jam and other troubles.  
In South Africa there is a market for tracking stolen cars with GSM positioning.  

4.2.5 Work 

Expressions like Resources Managers or Intelligent Transport System, ITS, are pretty well established 
on the market today. They are often based on GPS positioning. Businesses like ambulance, taxi, 
fire brigade, parcel delivers and transportation could have a great benefit if they can locate their 
employees.  
Resource managers let the company find what vehicle that is nearest a location. That can 
decrease the total driven distances and lower the cost. An enhanced version can also calculates 
the most appropriate route. It can also be a safety aspect as seen in chapter 4.2.4. A coordinator 
sits in a central using a web browser and can give directions to the employees. It is also possible 
to send messages to the central.    
Route planning application does also need a good know-how in Geographic Information System, GIS. 
The transportation and infrastructure databases must be maintained carefully. 
Services that make it easier for the employees to communicate with each other are certainly a 
lucrative business segment. A coordinator for example a parcel deliver or taxi company can more 
easily do the work if he knows the colleagues positions. They only need to interrupt when the 
colleague are at different places, for example when a packet has been delivered. 
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Telematics can be used when machines communicate with machines. It is used for remote 
control and the collection and sending of data between wired or wireless components. When a 
coffee machine has run out of coffee or is out of function it can report that to a central and at 
the same time Its positioning is delivered. That makes it easier to manage such systems. 
There are also many conceivable solutions that require positioning with very high accuracy 
indoors. For example an application that gives a doctor the appropriate journal depending on 
what patient that is nearest. A mechanic at an industry would be helped if the manual and all 
data about the closest machine were displayed on a screen. 

4.3 Mobile Phones, PDA’s and Operative Systems 

PDAs, Personal Digital Assistants is becoming more and more popular. The term handheld is a 
synonym for PDA. Its origin is from the programmable calculators. In the beginning, a PDA was 
like a simple filofax. The most used functions were a calendar and an address book. Today other 
areas like email, SMS and Internet makes handheld computers more interesting. The email box 
on your normal PC can be synchronized with the one on the PDA. Internet access is normally 
made via an internal modem or a mobile phone’s modem. Many handhelds do not have a 
keyboard. Instead, input is made by drawing/writing/clicking with a stylus on the screen, just like 
when using paper and pencil. 

4.3.1 PDA Operative Systems 

There are three mayor operative systems for PDAs on the market today. It is EPOC, Windows 
CE and Palm OS. In the near future Linux will also be available.  
Palm OS from 3Com, has dominated the market from the beginning, e.g. 1995. In Palm OS only 
one application can be active at any given time.   
3Com competitors’ states that the Palm OS is out-of-date, on the other hand, Palm has done the 
things that the mass market wants to a reasonable price. The Palm PDAs made by 3Com has the 
largest market share together with the new company Handspring. Handspring is a Palm OS 
licensee. Development for Palm OS is made in C, C++, assembler or scripting. One of the Palm 
PDAs primary strength is that it has a large amount of third party applications. 
A company of Microsoft’s size will sure do its best to compete with Palm OS. They have large 
resources and many widespread Internet and e-mail products such as Explorer and Outlook. But 
on the other hand it can be hard for them to focus on the narrow PDA market. Microsoft has a 
varied portfolio of products while Palm and Handspring only focuses on handheld computing.  
The operative system from Microsoft is Windows CE. It is a 32-bit thread operating system 
based on Windows. Even if Windows CE PDA’s has the fastest processors, it is not sure it is the 
best system for a handheld usage because CE has parts of Windows for PC built in. That results 
in that Windows CE has functionalities that not primarily has been developed for a PDA. Many 
of these memory-demanding functions are not needed on a PDA. 
The new Windows CE operating system is called PocketPC. PocketPC is actually version three 
of CE. There is a Visual Basic toolkit available for development of applications. Examples of 
PDA’s running Pocket PC/Windows CE are Casio Cassiopeia and Compaq iPAQ.  
EPOC’s is designed for small, portable computer-telephones. The company Psion has developed 
it, mainly in C++. It is a 32-bit multitasking operative system whose Graphical User Interface 
support writing/drawing/clicking on the screen. A program is normally started by clicking on an 
icon with a pen (stylus).  
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Today companies like Psion, Ericsson, Nokia and Motorola supports EPOC through the 
common company Symbian. EPOC is compact operative system, allowing small chips for the 
read only memory. It is easy to develop programs on EPOC by using C++, Java or OPL. There 
are emulators available as well for development on an ordinary PC. Famous brands are the PDA’s 
Psion Series 5mx, Ericsson MC218, Ericsson’s Smart Phone R-380 and the Nokia 9210 
Communicator (whatis?com, 2001). 
During the work with this master thesis three different PDA’s have been investigated; Psion5mx, 
Compaq iPAQ and PalmV. Results from the investigations are listed in Table 6. Some of the 
viewpoints are from PDAStreet (PDAStreet, 2001). The actual development has been made only 
on the Psion 5mx. The other two models have been used as calendar and address list. They all 
have their benefit and drawbacks but the large threshold to overcome is to always bring it with 
you. Another aspect is that it is uncomfortable to bring two expensive devices, like a PDA and a 
mobile phone, between home and work.  

                                               
Figure 23.        Psion5mx, Compaq iPAQ and Palm V 

Table 6. Differences between three typical PDA’s. The three devices support communication through IR 
and can be configured for Internet and email. 

 
If the consumers are going to be connected all the time to Internet it is important to have good 
batteries. Devices like GPS receivers also consume much energy. All the three investigated PDAs 
can be connected to mains power, but the strength of a device is that it should be wireless. Let 
us examine if it is possible to make Finder Clients with mapping capabilities on Palm and 
Compaq. In both cases it is possible to develop products for them and Route Planner is available 
for both systems. The two brands also have an Infrared link. The Palm processor might be a little 
bit too slow. Compaq has a faster processor and a colour screen and would therefore be worth a 
try to develop a Finder Client on.   

 Psion 5mx Compaq iPAQ Palm V 

Price ~$500 or more ~$500 ~$300 
Size (cm) 170x89x24 mm. 350 g 130x84x16 mm. 250g 114 x 88 x 10. 122g 
CPU speed 36 MHz ARM710T 206 MHZ StrongARM  

 
16 MHZ Dragonball 
EZ 

Memory 16 MB ram, 10 MB rom 32 MB ram, 16 MB rom 2 Mb ram, 2 MB rom 
Operative EPOC32 Window CE/Pocket PC Palm OS 3.1 
Input Keyboard. Pen writing. Easier than the 

Palm. A keyboard on the 
screen is also available. 

Pen writing or 
keyboard on the 
screen. 

Screen  640x240 dpi. Greyscale. 
Sometimes difficult to read 
from. 

240x320 dpi. Colour. Easy 
to read when the backlight 
is on. 

160x160.Monochrome 
but easy to read from. 

Advantage Suitable for development 
and map software.  

Colour screen. MP3 and 
video. 

Small, fast and handy. 

Disadvantage Uncomfortable to bring as a 
calendar. 

To big while not having a 
keyboard. 

Not suitable for 
memory demanding 
operations. 

Battery AA batteries ~1 month  Chargeable battery ~12 h  Chargeable battery 
~30 h  
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4.3.2 Smart Phones 

Smart Phones is a concept for the future. In the near future it is likely that it will be difficult to 
note any differences between a mobile phone and a PDA. The third generation mobile systems 
and GPRS sets up for the new generation of colour mobile phones with capability for advanced 
mobile Internet. An important part of Smart Phones is personal information management 
functionality and email synchronization. The goal is that a user can get information fast wherever 
he is located. The market for Smart Phones has been limited but many analysers thinks that it 
will increase rapidly with GPRS. 
Microsoft has produced a Smart Phone platform named Stinger built on Windows CE. 
Partnership with companies like Mitsubishi, Sendo and HTC has been announced (Microsoft, 
2001). 
Ericsson R-380 Smart Phone opponent is the Nokia Communicator series. Both products have 
typical PDA functions like address book, calendar, email and web. They have also of course a 
phonebook, voice controlled answering, voice controlled dialling and Short Message Service. It is 
not possible to develop own products for the two phones yet. However Nokia’s EPOC based 
telephone Nokia Communicator 9210 has a software development kit for both Java and C++. 
Unfortunately the Nokia Communicator 9210 does not seem to support the language OPL. 
Nokia Communicator 9210 should be available during the summer 2001. 
WAP can be used to show maps on the Smart Phones today. The quality of the maps are low 
and also monochrome (black and white).  

Table 7. Comparison between two Smart Phones. It is worth noticing that prices can vary quit a lot. The 
table summarize a test from the newspaper MicroDatorn (MicroDatorn, 2000). 

 Nokia Communicator 9110i Ericsson R-380s 
Price  5000 SEK + tax 6300 SEK + tax 
Size 158x56x27 mm 252 g 159x51x26 mm 164 g 
Memory >2 MB ram  >1,2 MB ram  
Operative GEOS  EPOC 
Screen 600x200 pixels greyscale 120x360 pixels greyscale 
Band GSM 900 GSM 900/1800 
Comments Easy to configure for internet. Fax, digital 

camera connectivity. 
The format is not so good. The keyboard 
is too small competing with an ordinary 
PDA. No third party applications. 

Flexible format, Simple GUI, easy 
SMS and mail. Fast WAP. Cannot 
read attached files, no synchronization 
with usb port, only 9,6 kbit/s data 
speed, no third party applications. 

 

 
Figure 24. Nokia 9110-i Communicator to the left and Ericsson R-380 to the right is so called Smart 

Phones, a combination of a PDA and a mobile phone. 
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4.3.3 Market Share for Handheld Devices 

The market for Smart Phones has started quite recently, and on the other hand has the market 
for mobile phones and PDA’s been around for quite some time. NPD Intelect makes research in 
the area of mobile computing. Their result was that 3.5 million PDA’s was sold in US year 2000 
and 1.3 million 1999. NPD Intelect has also investigated the market share for different PDAs, 
see Table 8. 

Table 8. Market Share in United States units sold PDA year 2000 (NPD INTELECT Market 
Tracking, 2001) 

Operative System Brand December 2000 Unit Share 
PalmOS Palm 67.5 
PalmOS Handspring 16.0 
Windows CE Casio 9.7 
daVinci Royal Business 1.8 
Windows CE Hewlett Packard 1.8 
 
In the report, Europe and United States are separated. The Europeans are more used to mobile 
phones. US do not have a homogeneous digital network and, comparing to Europe, a low 
penetration of mobile phones. It is therefore likely that Smart Phones won’t be wide spread in 
the near future in the US. Europe on the other hand, will probably be the first large market for 
Smart Phones. If this conclusion remains true, Palm will have a great opportunity to remain the 
largest PDA manufacturer in the US (Reuters, 2001). 
Japan and Asia is normally considered to be a separate market. PDA’s by Sharp has 57 percent of 
the market share 1999 in Japan, but Palm Computing Japan is a new strong player. The market 
share in 1999 for mobile phones where led by Panasonic and Mitsubishi (The Swedish Office of 
Science and Technology, 2000b). 
In summer 1998 the analyse company IDC presented the report “Western European Smart 
Handheld Devices Review and Forecast, 1998-2003”. In1998, 1.4 million handheld computers 
were sold in Europe for an amount of more than 1 billion US dollar. This was under the markets 
expectation, but they estimate that 7.2 million devices will be sold in 2003. The largest increase 
stands the Smart Phone for from today’s 34700 units to 2.3 million units (D'Amico, 1999). 

Table 9. IDC Report Handheld Market Share Europe. Palm OS based products from Handspring 
and others are probably among the category “Others”. 

Operative System 1999 Predicted 2003 

PalmOS 39% 30% 

Windows CE 16%  28% 
EPOC 24%  14% 

Others 21%  28% 
 
The IDC report can of course be discussed. A snapshot from the discussion after the report 
gives a hint about the competition between the companies, see below. 
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Psion that represents EPOC was not happy over that the report predicts that EPOC will decline 
on the behalf of Windows CE. “The Figure is misleading, we feel cheated … They are putting 
us in the same pool as Windows CE and Palm and not taking in account of Smart Phones and 
other devices in the statistics” 
Microsoft claimed that CE devices were outselling Palm products by as much as three to one in 
France and Germany. Microsoft has also claimed that the operative on Palm and the Psion series 
5 has been taken apart and Microsoft found out that neither could support quality sound and 
video.   
Naturally Palm answered that the Microsoft’s claim was “Completely false” and stated about the 
report: “Forecasting beyond three years in an emerging market is very risky, Palms product 
manager remains convinced Palm would still be a market leader in 2003.“  (Wakefield, 1999) 
The companies will certainly keep on claiming that their products are the best for the future. 
Anyway a conclusion can be that Palm OS based PDA dominates the market. Windows CE is 
next behind with the fastest processor. EPOC has maybe the most suitable operative system but 
not necessary the best applications. One big question is if the market wants the PDA’s and the 
mobile phones melting together into a Smart Phone. It would be very nice to develop 
positioning applications with mapping capabilities on a Smart Phone. 

4.4 Map Solutions and GIS 

The map software Street Planner and Route Planner were described in chapter 3.3.1. There are 
similar products on the market today like Microsoft Pocket Street for Pocket PC. The maps in 
that program must be exported from the PC program Microsoft Streets and Trips 2001. In that 
way one can download addresses, towns, intersections, hotels, restaurants, ATM machines and 
over 600,000 other points of interest. 
Both Street Planner and Microsoft Streets and Trips cost around 500 SEK. There exist also 
similar applications possible to download as freeware or shareware from Internet. The freeware 
that have been investigated within this project, Real Maps and Psi-Mapper, have had a very low 
quality and could not be compared with the more professional ones.  
The map solution in this thesis is based on that the maps are stored on the PDA in a route 
planning software that is widespread. Some requirements are listed for such a solution: 

• Fast  
• Relative small memory requirements. 
• Support for overlays. Well documented how to create overlays. 
• Covers correct geographic areas.  
• Shortcuts for “Zoom to location in overlay”, “Open Overlay, “Close Overlay” and “Refresh 

Map”. It would also be nice to have short cuts for the route planning functions.  
• Low price. 
• Adaptable to many PDA Operative Systems; Palm OS, Windows CE and EPOC. 
 
Another way of creating a map application is to implement a map engine that can provide the 
users with interactive maps via Internet. The GIS companies develop solutions for distributing 
maps over Internet. GIS companies like ESRI are today also looking at the location-based 
service market.  
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Any location system must use geographic data. Geographic Information Systems, GIS provides tools 
for collection, storage, processing, distribution and presentation of geographic information base 
map data such as man-made structures and terrain are provided. GIS is also used to manage 
point-of-interest data such as location of stores, restaurants, museums etc.  
A map server is used to generate a map to be displayed in the web browser or in a WAP phone. 
The interactive map should be capable of zooming, changing colours, displaying layers etc in a 
correct way. The strength of GIS is to handle database information and spatial queries. A map 
server application can reside outside the network and transform all the processing there before it 
delivers the result back to the mobile subscriber. The new challenging technique for the GIS 
companies is the network interaction through Signalling System 7, SS7. They are not experienced 
on wireless networks. On the other hand they are very used to Internet Protocol, IP. Data is sent 
from one computer to another on the Internet with IP. Mobile networks can also be achieved 
through IP that is to say not only SS7. Therefore GIS companies can apply their old know-how 
in the new area, location-based services (Spinney, 2001). 
A map server is the map solution that many location service providers seem to invest in. In a 
short time aspect specialized telecom companies will probably buy map engines from GIS 
companies. It is also probably that GIS companies’ buys the right to use positioning services 
from operators and develop own location-based services with mapping capabilities. Anyway the 
GIS world and the telecom world will meet. 
Different standards must be set if the different sectors such as telecom, GIS and Internet should 
cooperate and share data successfully. Companies need to develop standard interfaces and data 
handling for their products. As an example, a good way is to distribute a geographic location 
between applications is to use Geography Markup Language, GML. GML is a way to describe data 
and layout in a controlled way. The benefit with GML is that geographic objects such as point, 
line and polygon can be described. One can say, to anyone who is familiar with XML, that GML 
is encoded geometry into XML. 

<!ELEMENT Point (coordinates) > 
<!ATTLIST Point 
  srsName   CDATA #IMPLIED 
  name      CDATA > 

Figure 25. GML DTD. A way of describing the GML file. 

<Point srsName="WGS84", name=Olle>    
   <coordinates> 
      1898590,5936630    
   </coordinates> 
</Point> 

 
Figure 26. A GML file that describe a position. Olle’s position is described as a point stored in WGS84 

with latitude 59.36630 and longitude 18.98590 degrees. 
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5 DISCUSSION OF FUTURE AND ETHICS FOR LOCATION-BASED 
SERVICES 

Are location-based services a threat against our personal integrity? Anyone who have read 1984 
by George Orwell remembers the horrible sensors that helped Big Brother watch and register 
every step that the humans take. Do I want the authorities or my family to know every move I 
make? Is it not possible to be anonymous and unknown for a short while? Can my boss always 
count on me to be able to work 24-hours a day? Are there no more peaceful moments in the 
weekend cottage? 
However lets not take to many terrifying examples and instead concentrate on how the personal 
integrity is maintained today. If we withdraw money on an ATM a camera registers us and the 
transaction is also saved digitally. The telephone calls we make can be listed or even bugged. The 
sites we visits on the Internet are registered on the www servers. Each of these actions is not so 
terrifying (except the bugging!) on its own but if all such things are put together, a pattern on 
our movements and lifestyle can arise. It can be very insulting for a person if someone 
supervises ones habits. 
The big solution is trust. If we can rely on that the bank office only uses the video from the 
camera in case of a crime, we can usually accept being filmed. The following six bullets could 
make people trust the location-based services. Inspiration has been taken from a report from 
The Swedish Office of Science and Technology (The Swedish Office of Science and 
Technology, 2000a). 

• Laws. It would be calming for the users to know that there is a law that regulates what 
companies might do and not do with the locations. Currently no such law exists. In the 
Enhanced 911 decision it is clearly stated that the operators do not have permission to use 
the position except for emergency situations. It is not clearly stated on how the operators 
receive the users permission to use position in other cases. Regulations about collecting and 
saving positions are also not stated yet. 

• Clear Information. Information about if the locations are stored and if it is going to be sold 
to another company must be clearly stated when a user joins a service. A company can make 
directed advertisements if they know a users daily movement routine. Today it is natural for 
companies to ask if they can sell e-mail addresses etc. 

• High mobile usage. Even if location-based services currently are considered to be a corner 
stone in mobile Internet and wireless services it cannot be the only part. People need to find 
other applications and devices that are interesting too. A high mobile penetration will benefit 
the entire business. 

• Give high-quality services. To make applications that people use and like is maybe the 
most important task. Many people do their bank affairs through the Internet today even 
though the security mechanisms are not fool-proof. Dishonest crackers can destroy the day 
for a person. But on the other hand the service is easy to use, fast and highly recommended 
from the bank. Humans can live with a little more unsafety if they see that they can take 
benefit of it.  

• Ability to turn positioning off. The companies are probably going to develop services that 
are both terminal and network based. The problem with network based services is that the 
positioning cannot be turned off, compared to when using a GPS receiver. Anyway a user 
must rely on the operator that whenever they want they can switch off the positioning. 
Today profiles can be set for the ring signal on the mobile phone. Profiles should also be 
possible to specify for positioning services. One profile is for work; in that case every 
allowed work colleague may position the user. On the weekend a profile that only lets the 
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family position the user is selected. One tricky question is if it should be legal to locate a 
suspected criminal who has turned off his positioning service? 

• Decreasing stress. The goal is to make life easier for people. If someone positions a user on 
the tennis court they probably understand that it is not the right time to disturb during the 
game. The business must nevertheless watch out for not increasing the feel of stress. More 
efficient applications will sure creates higher demands on the humans both in the home and 
at work.   
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

Conclusions related to the purpose of  this thesis are: 

• The most obvious benefit of developing a Finder Client on a Personal Digital Assistant, PDA 
comparing to on an ordinary mobile phone is the more convenient graphical user interface. 
It is for example much easier and nicer to display maps on a PDA, which also can handle 
large amounts of data. The map software can in this project calculate routes and display 
point of interests such as banks and railway stations. 

• This thesis has listed a variety of existing and conceivable services. New mobile equipment 
can change today’s geographic positioning technologies. It is already possible to use built-in 
GPS receivers in the mobile equipment. Below is a summary of the differences between 
current strategies and the service implemented in this thesis. How the services are going to 
be designed in the future remains to be seen but this thesis shows that there exist techniques 
for achieving a different business model than the current.    

o The current business model for location-based services is that all map 
processing and calculation is made on a server before the result is received in the 
users mobile equipment. Today’s products are developed for simple mobile 
equipment. No code resides in the mobile equipment.  

o This thesis has made another approach then the current model. The map is 
displayed with map software, which is installed on the PDA. The PDA receives 
only the coordinates from the GSM network. The map drawing and zooming is 
made inside the PDA. The benefit is that the services can be rather advanced. The 
drawback is that software must be installed in the mobile equipment. 

• It is possible to store maps and large amounts of data on the PDA.  
• The location-based service industry must overcome the barrier and doubts that many people 

express when they hear about that they can be positioned via mobile phones. A list 
containing the ethics and problems following the use of positioning has been presented. This 
list must be fulfilled by the industry in order to get the users trust. 

 
Conclusions related to the goal of  this thesis are: 

• This thesis has resulted in a Finder Client, which is a location-based service. The Finder 
Client can be used on a PDA (Psion 5mx) and uses a mobile phone (Nokia 6210) to make 
the positioning. Friends’ positions can be displayed on a map and the route between the user 
and the friend can be calculated. The application is easy to use, but the user friendliness can 
be improved if the Finder Client supported Bluetooth or was implemented on a combination 
of a PDA and a mobile phone, a Smart Phone. 

• A market overview has been performed.  
o Investigated geographic positioning technologies are Assisted GPS, E-OTD, Time 

of Arrival and cell id based. No solution is considered to be the superior but 
Assisted GPS is the most accurate and cell id is relatively cheap and also sufficient 
for many services in the nearest future. Cell id is also considered to be a fallback 
for the other methods. 

o Four different groups of location-based services are investigated; lifestyle, life 
support, safety and work. Solutions focusing on entertainment, the youth, 
communication between people and also vehicle navigation/tracking seems to be 
the most interesting.  

o Different mobile phones and PDA’s have been investigated. The most common 
operative system for PDA’s is Palm OS followed by Windows CE and EPOC. 
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PDA’s are programmable and have a great variety of applications available. Smart 
Phones; the phones of tomorrow are a combination of a PDA and a mobile 
phone. They will probably be programmable, have instant access to Internet and 
be very appropriate to develop location-based services for.  

o Any location system must use geographic data. Relating location to other relevant 
information gives it meaning and value. Use of Geographic Information Systems, GIS 
will enhance the location-based services.  
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8 APPENDIX A ACRONYMS 

3G Third generation’s mobile system 
ANSI American National Standards Institute 
ATI AnyTimeInterrogation  
AUC Authentication Center  
BSC Base Station Controller 
BSS Base Station System  
BTS Base Transceiver Station 
CDMA Code-Division Multiple Access 
cHTML compact Hyper Text Markup Language 
CI Cell Identity 
CPS Cambridge Positioning System 
EIR Equipment Registry Center 
E-OTD Enhanced Observed Time Difference 
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute  
FCC Federal Communications Commissions 
FTP File Transport Protocol 
GIS Geographic Information System  
GML Geography Markup Language 
GMSC Gateway MSC,  
GPRS General Packet Radio Service 
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications  
gsmSCF GSM Service Control Function 
GUI Graphical User Interface 
HLR Home Location Register 
IR Infrared link 
IrDA Infra Red Data Association,  
ITS Intelligent Transport System,  
IP Internet Protocol 
LAC   Location Area Code  
LIF Location Inter-Operability Forum 
LMU Location Measurement Unit 
MAP Mobile Application Part  
MCC   Mobile Country Code  
MIN Mobile Intelligent Network 
MLS Mobile Location System 
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MNC Mobile Network Code 
MPS Mobile Positioning System 
MPTP Mobile Phone Telematics Protocol 
MSC Mobile services Switching Center  
PDA Personal Digital Assistant 
PDC Personal/Pacific Digital Cellular  
PHS Personal Handy phone System 
PLMN Public Land Mobile Network  
PSI provideSubscriberInformation  
SIM Subscriber Identity Module  
SMS Short Message Service  
SS Switching system 
SS7 Signalling System 7 
TOA Time difference Of  Arrival  
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System  
US TDMA US Time Division Multiple Access  
VLR Visitor Location Register 
WAP Wireless Application Protocol 
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9 APPENDIX B FILES INSTALLED 

Files that is installed by Finder.sis, Scomms.sis and Sysram1.sis.   
File Description Installed at 
Finder.app  The Finder Application. C:\System\Apps\Finder.app 
Finder.aif Contains information about Finder. C:\System\Apps\Finder.aif 
Finder.icn The icon on the Psion System menu. C:\System\Apps\Finder.icn 
Finder.mbm The icons in Finder Client. C:\System\Apps\Finder.mbm 
README.txt Information about Finder and installation C:\System\Apps\README.txt 
Finder.ovr A folder and empty overlay file. C:\Finder\Finder.ovr 
   
   
Sysram1.oxh OPX header file for Sysram1.opx C:\System\opl\Sysram1.oxh 
Scomms.oxh OPX header file for Scomms.opx C:\System\opl\Scomms.oxh  
E32Err.oph Lists the error codes that E32 sets status 

words to when using asynchronous functions 
C:\System\opl\E32Err.oph  

System.oxh OPX header file. Not installed. It is already included with 
OPL. 

Const.oph OPL Constantans Not installed. It is already included with 
OPL. 

 
Except the main installation file Finder.sis two OPX files must be installed, Scomms.sis and 
Sysram1.sis. They contain Scomms.opx which is used by SMS Client respectively Sysram1.opx 
that makes it possible to send commands to map software. 
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10 APPENDIX C SOURCE CODE FINDER CLIENT 

MAIN FUNCTIONS..........................................................................................................................62 
PROC START: ............................................................................................................................62 
PROC MAIN:...............................................................................................................................62 
PROC RUN:................................................................................................................................62 
PROC INIT:.................................................................................................................................63 
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PROC BACKGROUND: ................................................................................................................64 
PROC ACTION_PEN_OR_KEYPRESS:........................................................................................64 
PROC EXIT:................................................................................................................................65 
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PROCEDURES THAT LINK SMS CLIENT AND MAP SOFTWARE................................................66 
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PROC CHOOSEMAP:(TEXT1$,TEXT2$,NAME$) .........................................................................67 
PROC SPLITSTRING$:(STRING1$,DELIMITER1$,DELIMITER2$,POS1%,POS2%).......................67 
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PROC JOIN:................................................................................................................................68 
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PROC ADD:................................................................................................................................69 
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PROC RENAME: .........................................................................................................................69 
PROC NAMEOK%:(NAME$) .......................................................................................................70 
PROC TELEOK%:(TELENR$).....................................................................................................70 
PROC CHOICE%:(CAPTION$) ....................................................................................................70 

OVERLAY AND CONTROLLING THE MAP SOFTWARE...............................................................71 
PROC OVERLAYINIT:..................................................................................................................71 
PROC OVERLAYALL:(POSNAME2$,LONGI2&,LATI2&)................................................................71 
PROC RUNSTREET&:(DISPLAY%) .............................................................................................71 
PROC RUNROUTE&:(DISPLAY%)...............................................................................................72 
PROC ROUTEMACRO: ...............................................................................................................72 
PROC STREETMACRO:(CAPTIONS$) .........................................................................................72 

FUNCTIONS FOR TESTING AND HELP ........................................................................................72 
PROC HELP: ..............................................................................................................................73 
PROC ABOUT:............................................................................................................................73 
PROC SIMULATELOCATE:..........................................................................................................73 
PROC LAT_LONG:......................................................................................................................73 

SMS CLIENT...................................................................................................................................74 
PROC SMSCLIENT$:(STR$)........................................................................................................74 
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PROC TAKEAWAYCHR$:(STR1$) ..............................................................................................74 
PROC SMSCLIENTMAIN$:(SENDMESSAGE$) ............................................................................74 
PROC READMESSAGE$:............................................................................................................75 
PROC MODEMTEST:(OUTWRITE$)............................................................................................75 
PROC CONNECT: .......................................................................................................................76 
PROC DISCONNECT:..................................................................................................................76 
PROC WRITE&:(TEXT$).............................................................................................................76 
PROC READONEORMORE:(STRINGADDR&) .............................................................................76 
PROC QUERYRECEIVEBUFFER&:..............................................................................................76 
PROC CHECKANSWER:(ANSWER1$).........................................................................................77 

 
 


